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Hello!
A very warm welcome to the latest edition of the 
Simply Direct sex toys catalogue, your one stop 
shop for a wide range of products designed to 
improve your sexual well-being - from exciting 
sex toys to items that will increase your penis size 
and sexual stamina.

All orders are despatched to you very promptly 
and in plain discreet packaging. 

We have a variety of ordering methods available. 
You can mail your order to us and pay by cash, 
cheque or postal order. Alternately you can use 
our secure website facilities and order online, 
or we have our own friendly staff waiting to take 
your order by phone. 

We very much look forward 
to serving your needs!

Camille
Customer Services Manager
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Order forms are in centre 
of this brochure

ORDER 
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www.sex-toys-direct.co.uk
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ORDERS OR CASH, AND GET FREE SHIPPING 

 ON ORDERS OF £30 OR OVER IN VALUE
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Quest Prostate Bullet o
Discover new pleasures 
with the Quest, a prostate 
massager that gives you 
confidence and control on 
the path to new orgasms. 
Ten powerful vibration and 
pulsation levels are packed 
into its unintimidating slim 
design - the slim shape has  
the contours of a slender finger 
for smoother insertion and  
the shaped head is angled  
to touch your prostate.  
100% waterproof and  
fully submersible so  
you can take your 
exploration to the 
bath or shower!

Black Code ST2125

Blue Code ST2126 

£26.00 each

Petite Sensations Plug o
This is a small vibrating butt plug for beginners and 
experienced users who want to enjoy exhilarating 
thrills. Seven pleasure settings flow through a t-shaped 
base to stimulate your 
sensitive areas.  
The ultra-soft body-
safe silicone allows 
the plug’s slim 
tapered tip to slide 
smoothly inside 
you. The base 
sits between your 
cheeks and allows 
the seven function 
bullet to cast 
orgasm-inspiring 
vibrations.  
100% waterproof.

Code ST2127  
£19.00

Petite Sensations Bubbles o
A gentle approach to anal play as seven functions flow 
from this velvety soft, slim anal vibrator. Your body 
will tremble with pleasure as you insert each smooth 
bubble and embrace the rising 
arousal as their girth widens.  
The base will vibrate and pulsate 
on your highly sensitive area 
as its strong vibrations surge 
through each bubble to 
deliver overwhelming  
heights of pleasure.  
100% waterproof.

Code ST2129  
£19.00

r Petite Sensations Pearls
These small vibrating anal beads 
have seven powerful functions 
to pulse bliss through your body 

with each soft silicone pearl’s 
orgasmic effects. The powerful 

functions surge through the 
t-shaped base to the tip, pulsing 
pleasure between your cheeks 

and throughout your body. 
Three different speeds and four 

pulsation settings, and  
100% waterproof.

Code ST2128  
£19.00

New From Rocks Off

only 
£26

only 
£19

NEW

NEW

NEW

NEW

only 
£19 only 

£19
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O-Boy o
The sleek, stream-lined O-Boy provides you with clever 
angles to provide the optimum fit against your P-spot, 
whilst seven speeds of thunderous vibration targets 
your perineum. Completely and utterly orgasmic, 
O-Boy’s clever hands-free design leaves you free to 
pleasure and explore yourself or your partner!

Black Code SP0574

Blue Code SP0814 

£33.00 each

Slap & Tickle: Beginners SM Kit o
If you enjoy a sizzling sting, a feather light tickle, 
or maybe some seductive dominance, you have 
everything you will need in this kit to indulge and 
excite both you and your partner’s senses. Contains a 
blindfold, a feather tickler, wrist restraints, a RO-100mm 
Soft Tip vibrating bullet, and a riding crop.

Code SP0635  £35.00

Rocks Off

Love Balls o
These sexy, smooth and 
weighted steel Love Balls will 
provide you with a real intense 
explosive treat! Extreme pleasure 
for those who seek stimulation  
on the move!

Code SP1698  

£15.00

RO-Zen p
Let the RO-Zen bring dual 
harmony to your intimate time. 
RO-Zen’s strong tight double 
ring will support and hold you, 
giving a larger harder and more 
prolonged erection, whilst its 
slender discreet shaft sends 
ripples of blissful vibrations to 
your bottom, making you reach 
the ultimate erotic state  
of pleasure!

Code SP0988  £24.00

Rock-Chick Mini o
This cheeky little wild child is the 
ultimate mini clitoral and G-Spot 
toy that will take you to places 
you never dreamed possible. 
Mini by name but definitely not 
by nature, this will rock you into 
orgasmic orbit!

Purple Code SP0374

Pink Code SP0392 

£24.00 each

only 
£33

only 
£35

only 
£15

only 
£24

only 
£24

Top
Seller!

Read this brochure online at: www.simply-direct.com
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only 
£13

Rocks Off

r RO-120mm 
G-Spot

The shaft of the  
RO-120mm G-spot has 
a uniquely angled head 
designed to seek out 
the G-spot area. It 
comes with 5 intense 
settings for targeted  
G-spot stimulation, 
plus it’s waterproof 
and packaged in 
its own stylish 
hard box case.

Code 
ST0388

£13.00

Collection Box: Gold o
Why not indulge yourself with this Gold Collection Box, 
beautifully packaged with three intensely powerful 
bullet vibrators. The box contains the RO-150mm 
Slimline super slender vibrator, the RO-Val necklace 
pendant style discreet vibe, and the Gold RO-80mm, 
the original ammo style bullet which is still the most 
powerful single speed bullet in the world.

Code ST0307  £24.00

only 
£24

RO-Mona q
Ignite your senses and 
experience shimmering bliss 
with the elegantly sensual  
RO-Mona luxury bullet 
vibrator. With sleek definition 
and a mind blowing  
7 powerful functions, plus 
its unique smooth-yet-
textured coating, the 
Mona brings a new 
level of indulgence to 
your intimate time.

Code ST0304

£11.00

only 
£11

Fantastic 
Value!

Fantastic 
Value!

RO-Lux q
Indulge yourself in sparkling 
pleasure with the incredibly 
powerful luxury bullet vibrator, 
the RO-Lux. Inspired by the 
curves of femininity, this 
elegantly indulgent toy is 
beautiful to behold and to 
experience. With 7 different 
settings, it is an exquisite 
force of pleasure.

Code ST0305

£12.00

only 
£12

Top
Seller!

Pay by cheque, blank uncrossed postal order, or cash and get FREE shipping on orders £30+ in value
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Amazing bullet vibes
from Rocks-Off!

RO-120mm 
Bullet Vibe 
q
Upgrade your 
arsenal with 
this high 
calibre bullet 
vibe with silent 
and deadly 
performance, 
perfect for a 
truly ballistic 
orgasm!  
It offers five 
sensual settings 
and turns on at the 
touch of a button.

Pink Code SP0857

Silver Code SP0153

£20.00  
each

RO-160mm 
Bullet Vibe q
With a smooth 
sleek shaft and 
seven vibrating 
speeds and 
patterns, this is 
a big bad bullet 
with a bigger 
core that will 
shake you to 
the core!

Blue Code 
SP0858

Pink Code 
SP1669

£25.00 
each

r RO-80mm 
Bullet Vibe

Take aim and fire with 
the world’s most 
powerful micro 
bullet vibe. The 
RO-80mm has pin 
point accurate 
stimulation at the 
press of a button!

Pink Code 
SP0154

Purple Code 
SP0155

Silver Code 
SP0156

£10.00 
each

RO-100mm  
Soft Tip Bullet Vibe o
The RO-100mm has a soft 
and flexible silicone tip 
for a really precise and 
sensual experience, plus 
three silent and deadly 
vibration settings for your 
enjoyment.

Black Code SP0146

Ivory Code SP0147

Orange Code SP0148

Pink Code SP0149

Purple Code SP0150

Red Code SP0151

Yellow Code SP0152

£15.00 each

o RO-140mm Soft Tip 
Bullet Vibe

With the RO-140mm Soft 
Tip, Rocks Off have taken 
everything you know and 
love about the world’s first 
silicone soft tipped bullet 
vibrator - and enlarged it 
with more functions and 
increased power!

Purple Code SP0877

Pink Code SP0878

Red Code SP0879

Black Code SP0880

£25.00 each

RO-150mm 
Slimline Vibe q
This ultra long, 
slender bullet is 
great to reach those 
deeper areas. 
Supplied in a 
luxury hard box 
packaging, it has 
five super strong 
settings and is 
100% waterproof.

Code  
SP0876

£20.00

only £10

only £25

only £25

only £15 only £20

Fantastic 
Value!

only £20

Order by phone: 0208 144 6365  Order by fax: 0207 900 3622
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These new limited edition power packed pleasure bullets will 
tantalise and tease you! The original RO-80mm worldwide best 
seller from Rocks-Off is packed with 7 passionately powerful 
intense vibe settings - a discreet pleasure bullet that will have you 
weak at the knees but begging for more. The 100% waterproof 
design means you can take your bullet anywhere with you,  
even the bath tub!

Fully Charged  
RO-80mm Bulle ts  
From Rocks Off !

Flower 
Power q
The Flower 
Power bullet is 
decorated with 
plumes of cute 
flowers that 
will cast your 
mind to the 
swinging 60s 
as you indulge 
in some free 
love!

Code 
ST0943

£12.00

Precious 
Golden 
Passion q
The bullet 
has the midas 
touch when 
it comes to 
pleasure. With 
its stunning, 
sparkling body, 
the added 
texturing 
provides divine 
sensations as 
you play!

Code SP0936

£12.00

Playful 
Pinto q
This one 
sports a fun 
cow-hide style 
body, perfect 
for those with 
a passion for 
print! This 
quirky vibe 
will make 
the earth 
moooove  
for you!

Code 
SP0935

£12.00

I Luv It 
Leopard q
This bullet will 
have you roaring 
with delight -  
the chic print  
on this 
powerful clit 
vibe makes 
the ideal 
gift for any 
discerning 
fashionista!

Code 
SP0933

£12.00

Colour Me 
Orgasmic 
q
The Colour Me 
Orgasmic has 
a hidden secret 
- it changes 
colour when 
warmed up 
from a deep 
purple to a 
sexy hot pink!

Code 
ST0942

£12.00

Gorgeous 
Glow In  
The Dark q
This bullet has a 
pink and green 
hue in the daylight 
but under the 
blanket of night it 
glows in the dark! 
Guaranteed to 
leave you glowing 
before and after 
your orgasm!

Code  
SP0934

£12.00

Just £12 
each!

Purple 
Python q
Wrapped 
in a purple 
scaled, chic 
print, this 
bullet makes 
the perfect 
gift for any 
discerning 
fashionista. 
Be a real 
snake 
charmer!

Code 
SP0932

£12.00

Visit our website: www.sex-toys-direct.co.uk
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Naughty-Boy o
Ideal for beginners. Dual prostate 
and perineum massager.

Black Code SP0138

Red  
Code SP0139

£40.00 each

Butt-Boy o
Combined butt plug and 
perineum stimulator.

Black  
Code SP0128

Red  
Code SP0129

£40.00 each

Cheeky-Boy p
Prostate and perineum 
stimulation with added bead 
sensation!

Black Code SP0130

Red Code SP0131

£40.00 each

Big-Boy p
For big boys who play  
with big toys!

Black Code SP0125

Red Code SP0126

£40.00 each

Rude-Boy o
Dual action prostate and 
perineum massager.

Black Code SP0143

Red  
Code SP0144

£40.00 each

Bad-Boy o
For the more experienced user! 
Double P-spot pleasuriser.

Black Code SP0123

Red  
Code SP0124

£40.00 each

Rocks-Off Anal Massagers

only £40

Rocks-Off have produced the world’s first range of combined butt  
plug and perineum massagers, all powered by the RO-80mm for  
deep powerful vibrations. Sit or stand, the stimulation is hands free!  
Waterproof and made from soft flexible body-safe  
silicone, each model is available in red or black.

only £40

only £40

only £40

only £40

only £40
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Butt Quiver/Butt Throb o
Shake your sexy butt and feel quivering waves of pure 
potent posterior pleasure with these vibrating butt 
plugs. Butt Quiver tickles and tantalises your prostate 
passion spot, while Butt Throb brings a whole new 
element of anal amour. 7 settings for total fulfilment. 
100% waterproof.

Butt Quiver Code ST0110

Butt Throb Code ST0199 

£23.00 each

Toys For Boys From Rocks-Off

Buddies Scud o
Weapons of mass satisfaction 
with Buddies Scud. Use the  
RO-120mm with its five functions 
on its own or add the super 
ribbed silicone Scud sleeve 
for a unique and varied 
experience.  
Five amazing 
functions at the 
touch of a 
button.

Code 
GT1552 

£22.00

Buddies Missile o
Make love not war with Buddies Missile. Use the  
RO-120mm with its five functions on its own or  
add the super smooth silicone Missile sleeve 
for a unique and varied experience.  
Five amazing functions at the touch 
of a button.

Code GT1551 

£22.00

Rudy Rings o
The world’s first tear, share and 
wear cock ring for the more 
kinky! Using the finest soft 
medical grade silicone, they 
are easy to fit and unbelievably 
comfortable to wear. Supplied 
in twos, they can be worn as a 
double ring for extra support. 
Colours may vary.

Code SP0145 

£10.00

RO-160mm 
Bullet Vibe q
With a smooth 
sleek shaft and 
seven vibrating 
speeds and 
patterns, this is 
a big bad bullet 
with a bigger 
core that will 
shake you 
to the core. 
Easy-to-use 
controls help 
you to achieve 
intense 
stimulation.

Code 
SP0858 

£25.00

only 
£22 only 

£25

only 
£10

only 
£22

Top
Seller!

only £23

Quiver Throb
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PowerBullet
PowerBullet is famous for its magnificent power, focusing on 
providing consumers with the fiercest energy. Operating on the 
toughest lithium ion batteries, PowerBullet knows how to make 
hearts start racing!

PowerBullet 
Breeze Flow q
The Breeze Flow range of 5" 
vibrators are super slim and 
silky smooth. Long lasting, 
powerful and exquisite, they 
have 3 speeds, and are 
wireless and waterproof.

Black Code ST1613

White Code ST1614

Lavender Code ST1615

£11.00 each

PowerBullet Frisky Finger o
The Frisky Finger keeps couples close 
together in every sense 
of the word! This 
is a true unisex 
stimulator - clitoral, 
anal, or vaginal 
stimulation for her,  
and anal, perineum,  
or testicular stimulation 
for him!

Blue Code ST1606

Purple Code ST1607

Pink Code ST1608

£10.00 each

PowerBullet  
Booty Beads 2 q
These Booty Beads bend in 

any and every direction 
- feel the vibrations tip 
to tip as every bead 
vibrates. All new silky 
soft breeze material 
makes this the most 
diverse and flexible anal 
toy on the planet. Try it 
yourself!

Black Code ST1609

Pink Code ST1610

Lavender Code ST1611

£20.00 each

PowerBullet 
Tingling Tongue q
The Tingling Tongue is a discreet 
and powerful finger vibrator in the 
shape of a mini tongue. This quiet 
multi-speed vibe is waterproof, 
and it’s flickering jelly tongue 
delivers powerful pulsations 
to your most sensitive spots! 
A unisex stimulator - clitoral, 
anal, or vaginal stimulation for 
her, and anal, perineum, or 
testicular stimulation for him!

Blue Code ST1603

Purple Code ST1604

Pink Code ST1605

£10.00 each

Fantastic 
Value!

only £11

only £10 only £10

only £20

Order by phone: 0208 144 6365  Order by fax: 0207 900 3622
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Adjustable Nipple 
Clamps o
Revel in the mid-ground between 
pleasure and pain as you lose 
yourself to the slowly-intensifying 
sensations of these weighted 
nipple clamps. Adjustable 
pressure grips you during 
wear to escalate your 
sensitivity until you beg 
for your erotic release.

Code ST0369

£17.00

Riding Crop q
Enliven your bedroom 
bondage play with sensual 
strokes and punishing 
spanks from this slender 
Riding Crop whip. 
Acting as an extension 
to a twitching palm, the 
graceful length controls 
a thick leather tip to 
whip your body into full 
arousal.

Code ST0801

£32.00

Metal Handcuffs o
Shiny silver steel offers a firm 
grip on your wrists as you sink 
into sublime submission, keeping 
you bound and compliant with 
your lover’s desires. Enjoy the full 
Fifty Shades of Grey effect when 
you lose yourself in these silver 
handcuffs.

Code ST0799

£20.00

Satin Spanking  
Paddle o
This Satin Spanking Paddle 
is made of soft padded 
satin and firm faux leather, 
so you can therefore 
offer a dual sensation 
when using this elegant 
spanker. Start gently with 
the silky satin to awaken 
your flesh before building 
the sensation to firmer 
sharper spanks with the 
faux leather side for 
intensified play.

Code ST0985

£30.00

Fifty Shades Of Grey
Fifty Shades Of Grey is the official range of pleasure products and 
accessories approved by E L James. The toys described in the books 
have come to life and can now be enjoyed around the world!

only 
£24

Feather 
Tickler q
Allow your 
arousal to mount 
slowly under the 
expert touch of this 
soft feather tickler. 
Caressing your skin to 
attention as it teases 
your flesh, the plume 
of feathers leaves a 
trail of goosebumps 
in its wake to increase 
your sensitivity and 
excitement.

Code ST0798

£15.00

Satin Flogger p
A vision in black and metallic 
silver, this faux leather Satin 
Flogger whip stands out against 
traditional bondage gear as 
an exquisite tool of sadism. 
Delivering teasing strokes 
and sharp licks, this whip 
intensifies passions and indulges 
submissive fantasies.

Code ST0802  £24.00

only 
£17 only 

£15

only 
£20

only 
£30

Top
Seller!

only 
£32

Visit our website: www.sex-toys-direct.co.uk
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Vibrating Butt Plug q
Savour the sensation of this smooth 
silicone Vibrating Butt Plug with the 
added thrill of vibrations throbbing 
through its sensual curves. Explore 
the orgasmic choice of 3 speeds 
and 7 patterns of vibration and 
prepare to join a whole new 
realm of pleasure. Perfect for 
solo or shared play!

Code ST1719  

£29.00

Silicone Butt Plug q
Sensual exploration of your 
unchartered erogenous zones 
starts with this petite Silicone 
Butt Plug. Sized especially for 
anal beginners, this soft plug 
slips inside you to awaken new 
pleasure zones and enhance 
your sexual satisfaction. The 
slender tip and gently widening 
body is perfectly proportioned 
for first time exploration, 
offering a comfortable and 
deeply satisfying experience.

Code ST1722  

£19.00

Fifty Shades Of Grey
Vibrating Love Ring o
Shared pleasure and intensified 
stimulation comes in the form of 
this silicone Vibrating Love Ring. 
Slipping around the man’s shaft, 
the cock ring grips to enhance 
his erection while the lady 
loses herself to the sensational 
vibrations. Waterproof, soft to the 
touch and packed with power!

Code ST1718  

£15.00

We Aim To Please 
Vibrating Bullet o
Sleek and slender with an elegant 
reflective silver finish, We Aim To 
Please is a vibrating bullet that 
intensifies solo pleasure and 
enhances foreplay. Slip the petite 
bullet vibe between you and your 
lover to escalate shared pleasure 
during lovemaking. Small and 
discreet but incredibly powerful!

Code ST1720 

£15.00

Charlie Tango  
Classic Vibrator o
A super-smooth classic 
vibrator ready to take 
you to new heights 
of pleasure. The firm 
body and rounded 
tip seek out your 
sensitive spots to 
indulge them with a 
selection of powerful 
vibrations. Work your 
way through the 3 
powerful vibration 
speeds and 4 
patterns to tease 
and stimulate your 
sensitive spots!

Code ST1721

£29.00
only 

£15
only 

£15

only 
£19

only 
£29

only 
£29

Fantastic 
Value! Top

Seller!

Read this brochure online at: www.simply-direct.com
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Fifty Shades Of Grey
Fifty Shades Of Grey is the official 
range of pleasure products and 
accessories approved by E L James.

o Feel It Vibrating Cock Ring
This is a smooth silicone cock ring with incredibly 

powerful vibrations. 
Strong and stretchy 
for a snug fit, the ring 
keeps him harder 
for longer and sends 
delicious sensations 

straight to her clitoris. 
Press the button on the 
side of the bullet to set 
the waves of vibration 
pulsating through the toy.

Code ST2083

£18.00

Nipple 
Suckers q
Discover the 
arousal-boosting 
intensity of a little 
subtle suction 
with this set of 
two nipple teasers. 
Squeeze and release over areolae to create a gentle 
vacuum that increases size and sensitivity. Run a 
touch of water-based lubricant around the rim of each 
teaser before application to ensure a perfect seal. 
Once in place the air pressure boosts blood flow to 
create delicious tingling sensations.

Code ST2085  £16.00

Adjustable Cock Ring p
Realise your peak potential during shared encounters 
with this slide-to-fit adjustable ring designed to help 
enhance erections and optimise staying power. 
Experience the perfect comfort of a totally tailored fit 
as the toggle-hold enables you to pick the precise size 
to suit you.

Code ST2082  £16.00

Finger Ring Vibrator q
Designed for nimble stimulation 
and powered by a single-speed 
bullet, the soft silicone casing 
of this finger vibrator features a 
slender stimulator with textured 
tip for extra sensations.  
A loop keeps the 
vibrator pressed 
against your 
index for five-
finger freedom 
and total 
dexterity.

Code ST2084

£19.00

only £19

only £16

only £18

only £16

Vibrating Nipple Clamps q
Gentle sensation becomes body-
trembling titillation with this set of 
bullet-powered vibrating nipple teasers. 
Velvet-soft silicone features a slide-to-fit 
toggle that holds without pinching, 
so you feel nothing but stunning 
stimulation. As the vibrations begin, 
nerve-endings alight in your nipples 
before firing head-to-toe desire.

Code ST2086  

£26.00

Fantastic 
Value!

only £26

Pay by cheque, blank uncrossed postal order, or cash and get FREE shipping on orders £30+ in value
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Fifty Shades Of Grey
Handcuff Restraint Set o
An innovative adjustable strap and cuff set to transform 
your bedroom into a bondage playground. Strong 
and effective, the straps can be used for door restraint 
or versatile furniture restraint to achieve a multitude 
of positions. The secure cuffs have a wonderfully soft 
velvet lining with a smooth satin exterior for the height 
of pure comfort and luxury.

Code ST2094

£28.00

Totally His Soft Handcuffs p
Strong, secure and exciting restraint play is yours 
to discover. With a sumptuously soft velvet lining 
and sleek satin exterior, they are perfect for first-time 
restraint play. The quick release clips on the cuffs can 
be attached to other bondage items, clipped together 
or used separately, making them wonderfully versatile 
for bedroom bondage play.

Code ST2096  £17.00

Arm Restraint Set o
This luxury set of universally sized cuffs offers secure 
upper arm restraint and are supremely comfortable 
for longer-lasting play. The gorgeous cuffs feature a 
soft satin exterior and a comfortable faux fur lining. 
Fastened by Velcro, they are simple to secure 
but difficult for the wearer to remove for effortless 
subjugation of the submissive. The cuffs can be 
used on their own or attached to a range of bondage 
restraints using the metal O-rings.

Code ST2095

£29.00

only 
£28 only 

£29

only 
£17

Pleasure Pain Nipple Rings p
Experience the insatiable combination of pleasure and 
pain. The perfect erotic gift for those looking to explore 
light bondage for the first time, these nipple rings are 
simple - yet effective - in design. Indulge in a satisfying 
pinch that builds up to a powerful release, whether 
worn during solo play or with a partner.

Code ST2097  £12.00

Top
Seller!

only 
£12

Fantastic 
Value!

Order by phone: 0208 144 6365  Order by fax: 0207 900 3622
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Vibrating Anal Beads p
Delve deeper into the world of sensory indulgence. 
Four soft silicone beads offer exquisite anal 
stimulation while the graduating sizes escalate 
intensity. Push things further with the three vibration 
speeds and seven patterns. Slender enough for 
beginner anal play and highly flexible for complete 
comfort during use.

Code ST2117  £37.00

Silicone 
Ben  
Wa Balls 
o
A smooth 
silicone 
body cradles two 
weighted balls sized and 
shaped for easy use and 
comfortable wear - slip 
them inside and revel in 
the sensation of the rolling 
internal weights that caress 
with every movement. Ideal for 
enhancing masturbation,  
foreplay and anal sex.

Code ST2119  £22.00

Fifty Shades Of Grey

Threaded Silicone  
Anal Beads o
Supplement climactic ecstasy 
with carnal bliss. A beginner’s 
sizing and a smaller first 
bead makes the set 
easy to insert and 
comfortable when in 
place. Wide spacing 
between each 
bead creates 
an undulating 
shape for extra 
stimulation during 
removal to ensure 
memorable 
sensations.

Code ST2115  

£12.00

Smooth Silicone  
Anal Beads o
Enjoy more intense orgasms 
than you ever dreamed possible. 
This unisex design works as a 
prostate massager when worn 
by him, and lavishes additional 
sensations on her vagina 
when she wears them, 
as well as providing 
extra texture for her 
partner during sex.

Code ST2116  

£17.00

Silicone Jiggle Balls o
Slip these jiggle balls inside 
and feel your muscles squeeze 
around them, ensuring they 
feel each sweet sensation as 
the free-roaming balls roll and 
bounce. Entirely encased in 
silken silicone, the set features 
two small balls and a long strong 
retrieval cord for complete peace 
of mind.

Code ST2118  £17.00

only 
£37

only 
£12

only 
£17

only 
£17

Very 
flexible:

Very 
flexible:

only 
£22Fantastic 

Value!

Top
Seller!

Visit our website: www.sex-toys-direct.co.uk
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Vibe Therapy
Vibe Therapy is a brand of vibrators made from medical grade silicone. 
All products are designed with the modern woman in mind and are truly 
next generation personal massagers. They are lovingly designed in shape 
and materials to provide a therapeutic and chic experience.

Vibe Therapy Incantation q
Incantation is a fully waterproof 
vibrator that gives a quiet yet 
powerful vibration and has 7 intensity 
programs. The design is imaginative 
and ergonomic, and the touch 
buttons make it very easy to use. 
17½cm of ecstasy!

Black Code ST1617

Blue Code ST1618

£29.00 each

Vibe Therapy Serenity q
The Serenity is a quality fully 
waterproof vibrator that gives a 
quiet yet powerful vibration 
and has seven intensity 
programs. The touch 
buttons make it easy 
to use, and it’s made 
of hygienically superior 
medical grade silicone.

Pink Code ST1621

Purple Code ST1622

£49.00 each

Vibe Therapy Ascendancy o
The Ascendancy is a lay on vibrator that is fully 
waterproof. The design is highly imaginative and 
ergonomic, and is made of hygienically superior 
medical grade silicone. It can be switched through 
three different vibrating speeds.

Pink Code ST1619

Purple Code ST1620

£28.00 each

Vibe Therapy  
Fascinate Duo Balls q
Luxurious silicone combines with 
durable plastic to create firm yet 
body safe love balls that will please 
you internally every time. Rock to 
and fro for amazing sensations. 
100% waterproof.

Black Code ST0415

Blue Code ST1616

Pink Code ST0416

£14.00 each

Fantastic 
Value!

only £29

only £49 only £14

only £28

Top
Seller!

Read this brochure online at: www.simply-direct.com
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Vibe Therapy  
Quantum o
You won’t be disappointed with 
this small and discreet vibrator 
which has all the power of 
a much bigger vibrator. 
The Quantum is a 
mini waterproof 
vibrator with 7 
terrific functions 
- three speeds 
pulsating, one speed 
escalating, and three 
speeds vibrating.

Black 
Code SP0284

Pink 
Code SP0285

Purple 
Code SP0286

£14.00 each

Vibe Therapy 
Zest q
The Zest is a 
silicone vibrator 
with grooved shaft 
and slightly bent 
top. This quality 
fully waterproof 
vibrator gives a 
quiet yet powerful 
vibration and has 
seven intensity 
programs. The 
touch buttons 
make it very easy 
to use.

Blue 
Code SP0287

White 
Code SP0288

£34.00 each

Vibe Therapy 
Meridian q
The Meridian is the 
vibrator of choice for 
the modern sexually 
aware and discerning 
person. Its alluring 
twist style shaft 
takes you beyond 
the realms of the 
bedroom - and 
offers seven different 
powerful stimulation 
settings all easily 
controlled by the 
light up touch 
buttons on the 
front.

Pink  
Code SP0289

White  
Code SP0290

£29.00 each

Vibe Therapy Terah Duo Balls o
Terah is a newly designed set of duo balls 
that will give a vibrating effect every time you 
move, rattling about inside for amazing 
sensations. Try wearing them when you 
go out for a night out! How long do you 
think you can last before the scintillating 
sensations overwhelm you?

Black 
Code SP0291

Pink 
Code SP0292

Purple 
Code SP0293

£16.00 each

Vibe Therapy Reign  
Remote Control Egg o
This wireless remote control egg vibrator is fully 
waterproof and has a highly imaginative and 
ergonomic design. It is made of hygienically 
superior medical grade silicone and has three 
different vibration speeds.

Pink/Black Code ST0864

Silver/Pink Code ST0300

Silver/Black Code ST0301

 £36.00 each

only £14 only £29only £34

Top
Seller!

only £16

Pay by cheque, blank uncrossed postal order, or cash and get FREE shipping on orders £30+ in value
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6" Dong q
Flesh  
Code ST0521

Black  
Code ST0522

£13.00 each

r Vibrating  
6" Dong
Flesh  
Code ST0454

£21.00

Suction Cup  
9" Dong q
Flesh  
Code ST0519

Black  
Code ST0520

£29.00 each

12" Double Dong o
Code ST0514  £21.00

16" Double Dong o
Code ST0515  £24.00

r Vibrating  
8" Dong
Flesh  
Code ST0457

£26.00

8" Dong q
Flesh  
Code ST0861

Black  
Code ST0524

£19.00 each

Suction Cup 
8" Dong q
Flesh  
Code ST0517

Black  
Code ST0518

£23.00 each

Big Boy 
10" Dong q
Flesh  
Code ST0525

Black  
Code ST0526

£31.00 each

Basix Dildos & Dongs

only 
£13

only 
£21

only 
£24

only 
£19

only 
£31

only 
£23

only 
£26

only 
£21

only 
£29

Order by phone: 0208 144 6365  Order by fax: 0207 900 3622
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p Real Feel 
Deluxe #2
6½" Vibe.

Code GT0412

£28.00

p Real Feel 
Deluxe #3 
7" Vibe.

Code GT0896

£28.00

p Real Feel 
Deluxe #7
9" Vibe.

Code GT0552

£37.00

Real Feel 
Deluxe #10 o
10" Vibe.

Code GT0667

£55.00

p Real Feel 
Deluxe #11
11" Vibe.

Code GT0848

£59.00

Real Feel Deluxe
Enjoy the Real Feel of velvet-soft lifelike skin with these incredibly realistic vibes. 
Meticulously designed with a pronounced head, bulging veins, and free-hanging balls,  
the super-lifelike shapes, textures, and colours of these vibes truly look and feel like the 
real thing! Made with phthalate-free Fanta Flesh, the squishy material mimics the softness 
of real skin and is completely body-safe.The ultra-strong suction-cup base sticks to nearly 
any smooth flat surface for a wall-banging good time! Insert the required batteries, screw 
the base completely on, and the vibe will immediately turn on to offer powerful vibrations! 
To power down, simply unscrew the cap and the vibe will turn off. Take these completely 
waterproof vibes into the shower, tub, or spa and turn bath time into pleasure time!

only £55

only £59
only £37

only £28

only £28

Fantastic 
Value!

Top
Seller!

Visit our website: www.sex-toys-direct.co.uk
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Stretchy Thick Penis 
Extension No. 35 o
This thick stretchy sleeve is 
designed to add 2.5cm to your 
penis and add 1.0cm to your 
girth. Fits Penis Size: 9.0cm up 
to 19.0cm. Total Length: 15.2cm. 
Length Penis: 11.7cm. Sleeve 
Width: 4.0cm. Ball Strap: 2.2cm.

Black Code ST2111 

Clear Code ST2112 

£20.00 each

If you’re looking for just 
a couple of inches more 
in the most comfortable 
way possible, then Sono 
Penis Sleeves are for 
you. Created from the best 
quality soft and stretchy 
TPE, these sleeves can 
add both girth and length. 
All have ball straps to help 
them stay in place.

Sono

p Stretchy Ridged 
Penis Extension No. 32
This ridged stretchy sleeve is 
designed to add 2.5cm to your 
penis and add 0.4cm to your 
girth. Fits Penis Size: 9.0cm up 
to 19.0cm. Total Length: 15.2cm. 
Length Penis: 11.0cm. Sleeve 
Width: 3.0cm. Ball Strap: 3.0cm.

Black Code ST2109 

Clear Code ST2110 

£16.00 each

p Stretchy Penis 
Extension No. 31
This stretchy sleeve is designed 
to add 2.5cm to your penis and 
add 0.4cm to your girth.  
Penis Size: 9.0cm up to 19.0cm. 
Total Length: 15.2cm. Length 
Penis: 11.0cm. Sleeve Width: 
3.0cm. Ball Strap: 3.0cm.

Black Code ST2107 

Clear Code ST2108 

£16.00 each

o Dong Extension  
No. 18
Shaped for optimal stimulation, 
with a realistic shaped head, this 
sleeve is designed to extend your 
penis by 3.5cm Total Length: 
26.1cm. Length: Sleeve 19.2cm. 
Sleeve Circumference: 5.2cm. 
Ball Strap Circumference: 4.7cm.

Black Code ST2105 

Clear Code ST2106 

£28.00 each

Stretchy Ridged Thick 
Penis Extension No. 36 
o
This thick stretchy ridged sleeve 
is designed to add 2.5cm to your 
penis and add 1.0cm to your 
girth. Fits Penis Size: 9.0cm up 
to 19.0cm. Total Length: 15.2cm. 
Length Penis: 11.7cm. Sleeve 
Width: 4.0cm. Ball Strap: 2.2cm.

Black  
Code  
ST2113 

Clear  
Code  
ST2114 

£20.00  
each

only 
£28

only 
£16

only 
£20

only 
£16

Read this brochure online at: www.simply-direct.com
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Speed Shift Cock Ring o
The Speed Shift is full of surprises with 
its adjustable quick release tab and 
seventeen different size adjustments. 
You never have to worry about this ring 
not fitting - you just simply change the 
tab, so it truly is one size fits all.

Black Code GT1965

Purple Code GT1966

£18.00 each

Armour Push o
Armour Push is a version of the best-
selling Cock Armour that has an extra 
ridge on the bottom of the opening, 
which gives the user an extra bigger 
lift! 38mm.

Black Code GT1963

Clear Code GT1964

£29.00 each

Silicone 3 Ring Kit q
When you are looking for a simple classic 
cock ring, the extra stretchy Silicone 3 
Ring Kit will do the trick. Quick and easy 
to use - just slip the entire ring over your 
cock and balls and you’ll enjoy a rock 
hard erection for as long as you need.

Medium Code GT1967

Large  Code GT1968

Xtra Large Code GT1969

Mixed  Code GT1970 
(one of each)

£19.00 each

r Armour Up
Armour Up is a slimmer and thinner 
version of the best-selling Cock 
Armour for bigger bulges, enhanced 
erections, and more intense orgasms! 
Made of a proprietary blend of Silicone 
and TPR developed to provide superior 
stretch, comfort and durability.

Black 
Sport (34mm) Code GT0580 

Standard (38mm) Code GT0019

Large (43mm) Code GT0026 

Clear 
Sport (34mm) Code GT0624 

Standard (38mm) Code GT0020

Large (43mm) Code GT0214 

£29 each

Armour Tug q
Armour Tug is a version of the best-
selling Cock Armour that has an 
extra strap across the middle of the 
opening, which gives the user even 
more separation! 38mm.

Black Code GT0967

Clear Code GT1783

£29.00 each

Perfect Fit

only £18

only £29 only £29

only £29

only £19

Top
Seller!

Pay by cheque, blank uncrossed postal order, or cash and get FREE shipping on orders £30+ in value
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Colt Leather Straps
The Colt Leather Strap range are all made from soft 
and supple high quality black leather, are hand double 
stitched, and have very secure fully adjustable snaps.

8 Snap Fastener 
Leather Strap q

Code GT0489

£13.00

Leather Cock & Ball 
Domed Strap q

Code GT0494

£17.00

r Adjustable 
5 Snap 

Leather Strap

Code GT0488 

£11.00

r Leather H-Piece 
Divider Strap

Code GT0498

£16.00

Sport Fucker TPR Ergo  
Ball Stretchers o
Sport Fucker have released an ergonomically 
designed ball stretcher made to comfortably hug your 
ball sack as well as the base of your cock. Unlike other 
ball stretchers on the market, these Stretchers are soft 
and stretchy - and therefore will not squeeze your nuts 
too hard. Each pack contains two sizes - one short 
and one long - so there is no need to worry about 
which size you need. You can even wear both! Made 
from the same super soft TPR blend as the Sport 
Fucker CockRing.

Black Code GT0969
Clear Code GT0968
Red Code GT0322 
Hard Blue Code GT0321
White Code GT0058
£21.00 each

Colt Gear

only £21

only £17

only £16

only £13

only £11

Sport Fucker

Order by phone: 0208 144 6365  Order by fax: 0207 900 3622
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Sport Fucker Half Guard o
Similar to the original Sport Fucker Sport ring, the 
Half Guard has an added splitter that will push your 
nuts out and prolong your erection. Made from 
super stretch Flex TPR, which is super strong and 
comfortable and can be stretched by up to 400%!

Black Code GT0458

Clear Code GT0474

Ice Blue Code GT0483 

Red Code GT0594 

White Code GT0601 

Yellow Code GT0603 

£16.00 each

Sport Fucker Skater Boyz o
Do you like the stretch of Flex TPR but miss the 
weight? Now you can have both with the Sport Fucker 
Skater Boyz rings. These are thick wide donuts in the 
shape of a skateboard wheel and can be worn as a 
cock ring, or you can stack them up.

Black Code GT0604

Blue Code GT0608 

Clear Code GT0609 

Red Code GT0610 

£16.00 each

Sport Fucker Silicone Nipple Suckers o
Get ready to have your nipples sucked with these 
Nipple Suckers. You will love the simple way they 
work - with just a push of the middle of the cylinder 
your tits get pulled. These are the heftiest strongest 
flexible suckers around so they are going to stay put - 
even during pounding action! This 30mm size is good 
for the intermediate tit player, while the 39mm size is 
for pro tit pigs as they are big enough to work with 
pierced nipples - plus deliver twice the suck.

30mm Code GT0616  £17.00

39mm Code GT0617  £21.00

Sport Fucker Epic Hard On Ring Kit o
This Ring Kit will have you at attention in no time.  
It contains two sizes of oval rings (35mm and 40mm), 
so there will be no worries about what size you may 
need. Made of 100% pure silicone, the design is  
made to keep you super hard!

Black Code GT1594

Blue Code GT0439 

Red Code GT0453 

£19.00 each

Sport Fucker

only £16

only £16

only £19

from £17Fantastic 
Value!

Top
Seller!

Visit our website: www.sex-toys-direct.co.uk
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Colt Toys

Colt Waterproof  
Power Cockring o
The Colt Waterproof Power 
Cockring is a totally waterproof 
cockring, power packed with a 
smooth rubber coated controller 
for easy handling.  
Multi-speed too!

Code GT1832  £18.00

Colt 3 Ring Set o
Pliable rubber rings in 3 convenient sizes - 4cm, 4½cm 
and 5cm diameter.

Code GT1831

£9.00

Colt Enhancer Rings o
Colt Enhancer Rings are made up of two soft 
cockrings combined for longer and stronger erections. 
Every pack contains one two-step and one four-step 
cockring!

Clear Code GT1827 

Red Code GT1828 

Smoke Code GT1829 

£7.00 each

Colt Vibrating Stud o
The Colt Vibrating Stud is 
a silicone cock ring with a 
removable EZ push button  
micro stimulator.

Code GT1830

£12.00

p Colt Vibrating  
Cock Ring
The Colt Vibrating Cock Ring is a 
supple leather 3-snap adjustable 
ring with a wireless removable 
vibrating micro stimulator for 
support and stimulation.

Code GT1541  £17.00

only £7

only £9

only £17

only £18
only £12

Fantastic 
Value!

Read this brochure online at: www.simply-direct.com
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XLSucker Cockrings & More
XLSucker Stretchy Cockrings o
Perform like a stud with this great value pack of three 
Stretchy Cockrings! Super stretchy, durable, and 
phthalates free, 
these stretchy 
cockrings are 
skin safe and 
look great on 
your man tool.

Code  
ST0949

£9.00

XLSucker Beaded Cockrings o
For a super hard erection, these beaded cockrings 
come in three sizes, so you can use only one or all 
three at the same 
time! Small 
ring - maximum 
erection. Medium 
ring - hard 
erections. Large 
ring - encircle 
the upper part 
of your scrotum 
to help prevent 
premature 
ejaculation.

Code 
ST0950

£9.00

XLSucker  
Masturbation Sleeve o
This Masturbation Sleeve is 
designed for maximum pleasure! 
Soft and stretchy, it is transparent 
for visual stimulation and open 
ended for easy cleaning. 
The material conforms to 
your shaft, making the bumps 
stimulate your cock.

Code 
ST0951

£11.00

p XLSucker Vibrating 
Tongue Cockring
The Vibrating Tongue Cockring 
has a tongue-shaped extension 
tongue to give her orgasms that 
she won’t forget! Seven great 
vibration functions.

Code ST0953  £12.00

XLSucker Vibrating  
Clit Flicker Cockring o
This male enhancement device 
provides maximum pleasure for 
both you and your partner.  
The powerful vibrations stimulate 
your partner to intense orgasms, 
while the stretchy inner ring 
helps you maintain your erection. 
Seven vibration functions and 
super stretchy.

Code ST0952  £12.00

only 
£12

only 
£9 only 

£9

Fantastic 
Value!

Pay by cheque, blank uncrossed postal order, or cash and get FREE shipping on orders £30+ in value
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Colt Masturbators
Colt Hand  
Job Stroker o
A super stretchy, hygienically 
superior, 14cm silicone sleeve 
equipped with pleasure nodules 
in its interior for additional 
stimulation. 3.8cm diameter.

Code GT1834 

£12.00

Colt Big Man Stroker o
Great to the touch and grips  
your penis tight and steady.  
This masturbator is particularly 
long and narrow and fits every 
penis size. It has a ribbed 
chamber which supplies an 
intense and lustful stimulation 
and is open at both ends for easy 
cleaning. 20cm x 6cm.

Code GT1539  £21.00

Colt Beaded Stroker p
A super tight, soft, and stretchy 
masturbator that has two rows of 
strategically placed power beads 
for stimulation, and a ribbed 
chamber for superior suction. 
Pound away, because this sweet 
little puckered ass is just begging 
for a good plugging!

Code GT1836  £17.00

Colt Butt Banger o
Slip your cock right up this tight 

little ass and feel the 
sensation. The new 
soft material gives 

you an ultra-realistic 
experience!

Code GT1835

£22.00

Colt Power Stroker o
A similar stroker to the best 
selling Colt Butt Banger, but in 
the shape of a grenade! Slip 
your cock right up this tight little 
grenade and feel the sensation. 
The new soft material gives you 
an ultra-realistic experience!

Code GT1837  £17.00

p Colt Deep Throat 
Masturbator
Features an intricately ribbed 
shaft along with a tight and 
stretchy shape for a superior 
suction effect. A real deep-throat 
in your own hands!

Code GT1833  £18.00

only £12 only £17

only £22only £21

only £18

only £17

Order by phone: 0208 144 6365  Order by fax: 0207 900 3622
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Monkey Spanker
The Monkey Spanker is a vibrator for men, a foreplay toy and a couples sex tool. In fact, the Monkey 
Spanker vibrating male masturbator is an innovative tool for spanking the monkey! Based on a 
diaphragm design, Monkey Spanker forms a vibrating tube around the dick when in use. The super 
soft stretchy pad is made from a highly specialised medical grade material and has been designed to 
emulate a woman’s soft loveliness. Monkey Spankers are really good fun, feel better than both hand 
and blowjobs and can produce an intense and extremely satisfying orgasm in no time.

Monkey Spanker Duo o
The Duo is a vibrating sex toy for couples that can be 
used in many different ways. It’s a male masturbator, a 
bullet vibrator, a male vibrator, a cock ring, a vibrating 
cock ring with clit tickler, a nipple exciter - and more! 
This innovative vibrator is the perfect couple’s toy for 
sharing.

Black Code SP0034

Pink Code SP0532

Purple Code SP0545

£36.00 each

Monkey Spanker Cheeky Monkey o
The Cheeky Monkey is the same great spanker as the 
others in the range, just without the vibrating parts. 
Monkey Spankers are really good fun and produce an 
intense and extremely satisfying orgasm in no time. 
The soft pad easily stretches around your manhood 
to create a firm but soft tube. Then simply work your 
cock with the Monkey Spanker, varying the strokes to 
suit your mood.

Code SP0628  £17.00

only £17

only £36

Monkey Spanker Vibro q
Standby for the best orgasm 
of your life! Simply lube up the 
pad, turn on the vibrator and slip 
it on. The soft real-feel material 
caresses your manhood creating 
an incredible supple vibrating 
tube. As you work it up and down 
you will fast come to realise what 
the fuss is all about! Whether you 
like it tantalisingly slow or fast 
and vigorous we are convinced 
you will enjoy the most intense of 
orgasms!

White  Code SP0033

Black  Code SP0306

Black/White Code SP0469

£20.00 each

only £20

Visit our website: www.sex-toys-direct.co.uk
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Apollo Reversible 
Premium 
Masturbator:  
Twist q

Apollo Reversible 
Premium 
Masturbator:  
Max q

Strokers From Apollo
For the man who is looking for a masturbation experience that provides a realistic experience 
without looking like a sex toy, the Apollo Reversible Premium Masturbator is a great choice. 
The design of the closed end tunnel offers incredible suction action that will keep you stimulated. 
Made from ultra life-like feel Pure Skin, this stroker is soft, tight and stretchy to fit any man, and is 
reversible for smooth or textured stimulation. With a closed end for superior suction, it is easy to 
clean and maintenance free. This stroker is a keeper that just begs to be in your toy box!

only £16

only £16

Smokey Grey  
Code ST1802 

Blue  
Code ST1803

£16.00 each

Smokey Grey  
Code ST1806 

Blue  
Code ST1807

£16.00 each

only £16

Apollo 
Reversible 
Premium 
Masturbator:  
Grip q

Smokey Grey  
Code ST1804 

Blue  
Code ST1805

£16.00 each

Read this brochure online at: www.simply-direct.com
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Strokers From Mood
The Mood range of strokers from Doc Johnson are all quality masturbation products made  
from ultra safe UR3 rubber. They come in a variety of interior textures for maximum stimulation. 
Soft, flexible, and stretchy, these strokers are all easy to grip even with lashings of lube.

Mood Thrill o
For seekers of serious stimulation, 
the Thrill stroker features a unique 
triple-texture pleasure tunnel that 
includes large massage beads at the 
entrance, thick ribbing in the middle, 
and stimulating beads tapering to a 
tight finish at the open-end.

Frost Code ST2101

Orange Code ST2102 

£17.00 each

Mood Exciter p
Double your pleasure with the 
Exciter. This stroker features 
two entrances - the smaller tighter tunnel features 
plush massage beads while the larger tunnel is 
heavily ribbed for your pleasure. This unique design 
makes it easy to flip it, grip it, and alter the sensation 
mid-session!

Frost Code ST2099

Purple Code ST2100  

£15.00 each

Mood Pleaser Blue Thin o
The blue thin Pleaser is a soft stretchy and snug 
stroker with a plush smooth interior texture for a  
silky experience.

Code ST2103  £14.00

Mood Pleaser Frost Massage Beads o
The frost Pleaser is a stretchy snug stroker with a 
massage bead interior for extra stimulation.

Code ST2104  £14.00

only £14

only £15

only £17
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Fantastic 
Value!

only £14

Pay by cheque, blank uncrossed postal order, or cash and get FREE shipping on orders £30+ in value
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Fleshlight

Internal profile:

Internal profile:Internal profile:

Internal profile:

Pink Lady Vibro Touch o
The Vibro is the latest Fleshlight development.  
The sleeve has been redesigned to include three 
pockets surrounding the face of the orifice which 
house custom bullets. Place up to three of the 
included vibrating bullets inside the sleeve to 
experience 360º of intense vibrating pleasure! 
Customize your experience by experimenting with 
one, two or all three bullets to adjust tightness and 

vibration during use.

Code ST1585  £69.00

Pink Lady Original o
The Pink Lady Original has introduced more men to 
the pleasures of the Fleshlight than any other insert. 
When you penetrate this lady, be prepared to take 
sexual gratification to new and exciting levels.  
This smooth textured insert is a realistic recreation  
of a young woman’s vagina.

Code ST0890  £58.00

Pink Lady Stamina Training Unit o
The key to lasting longer in bed and becoming  
the lover that every girl dreams about is practice!  
The Fleshlight Stamina Training Unit masturbation 
product is a sex toy for men specifically designed to 
replicate the incredible sensation of sexual intercourse 
in order to help you find your rhythm and obtain peak 
sexual performance. If you can last 10 minutes in the 
STU, you can last 20 minutes in bed with anyone!

Code ST1586  £58.00

Pink Lady Vortex o
The four spiraled chambers of the Vortex will bring 
you to dizzying pleasure! This sleeve is designed to 
create a mesmerising combination of suction and 
texture, plus an unforgettable squeeze as you pass 
through each pleasure chamber. Whether you are an 
experienced customer or new to Fleshlight products, 
the Vortex will blow away your expectations!

Code ST0355  £58.00

only £58
only £69

only £58
only £58

Fantastic 
Value!

Order by phone: 0208 144 6365  Order by fax: 0207 900 3622
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Fleshlight Flight Pilot o
The Flight Pilot is a sleek, compact,  
and refined version of the best 
selling male sex toy. Flight’s stylish 
aerodynamic design and discrete 
insert makes it less obtrusive and 
easier to travel with and store.  
The Flight Pilot is turbulently 
pleasurable, incorporating a 
number of textures (bumps, fingers, 
ribs) and canal width changes that 
will have you flying to new heights! 

Code ST1510  

£48.00

Fleshlight Blade o
Be a Samurai of self-gratification with the Blade by 
Fleshlight. Featuring a squeezable hilt-shaped case 
and a new sharply intense texture, you are in control 
like never before! 

Code ST1518  

£49.00

Fleshlight Flight Instructor o
Designed to simulate a more sensual ride, the 
Instructor texture will take you to dizzying heights 
again and again, providing you with a more compact 
stamina training partner! As with the Pilot, the 
Instructor’s stylish aerodynamic design and discrete 
insert makes it less obtrusive and easier to travel with 
and store. 

Code ST1516  

£48.00

Fleshjack Sword o
The Sword by Fleshjack is still made with Fleshlight’s 
patented SuperSkin material, but the internal 
masturbation sleeve is enclosed in a soft case 
allowing you to grip as hard as you want, which adds 
an entirely new sensation. The Sword also contains 
an entirely new and exclusive texture not found in 
other Fleshjack products. Paired with this exciting 
new texture, every grip variation provides a different 
sensation! 

Code ST0193  

£49.00

Fleshlight
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only £48

only £49 only £49

Top
Seller!

Top
Seller!

Visit our website: www.sex-toys-direct.co.uk
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Erolution
A new direction in male masturbators, Erolution uses a fleshy sleeve rather than a rigid coating 
which enables you to put extra pressure on your penis for a more realistic experience.  
Each Erolution masturbator is made from white Feelsoft material, which is thermo responsive 
and can hold warmth. All products are approximately 6½cm wide and 16½cm long with a tunnel 
diameter of 1.7cm and can be turned inside out to clean. Each comes in an elegant gift box with 
additional storage pouch supplied.

Super Fckr: White o
The vaginally shaped entrance of the Super Fckr leads 
to a uniquely ridged tunnel. Made from lifelike white 
Feelsoft material, which feels tacky to the touch, this 
fleshy masturbator is as real as they get!

Code ST0314  £45.00

Anal Fckr: White o
The Anal Fckr is a truly memorable masturbator for 
all lovers of anal play. This tight channel has a lovely 
contoured surprise inside and, thanks to the sensation 
of realistic white Feelsoft material, will help men 
achieve a new level of satisfaction!

Code ST0316  £45.00

Tight Fckr: White o
For fans of tightness, a lifelike tight vagina sits at the 
entrance of a smooth passage that has been textured 
with pleasure giving nodules. Tight and tacky to the 
touch, the realistic white Feelsoft material of the Tight 
Fckr makes this masturbator a must-have!

Code ST0315  £45.00

Super Sckr: White o
For fans of oral sex, the Super Sckr is a lifelike mouth 
that sits at the entrance of a smooth wavy passage. 
Tight and tacky to the touch, the realistic white Feelsoft 
material makes this masturbator a true sensation!

Code ST0313  £45.00

only £45
only £45

Read this brochure online at: www.simply-direct.com
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Hustler is a truly famous US company that produces the well known Hustler magazine,  
a range of hardcore adult dvds, and a variety of quality sex toys.

Hustler

Hustler  
Barely Legal Pussy o
It’s always good to teach them 
while they’re young! The Hustler 
Toys Barely Legal Pussy is a tight 
little virgin eager to learn how 
to please a man like you. Let 
Hustler show you how daddy’s 
little girl has grown up!

Code ST0713 

£26.00

Hustler  
Vibrating Pussy o
Add extra sensation to your 
strokes with the Vibrating Pussy 
from Hustler Toys. Featuring 
an ultra-powerful bullet, this 
Vibrating Pussy shakes and 
quivers on your cock from top  
to bottom!

Code ST1844 

£33.00

Hustler  
Porn Star Pussy o
Finally, your fantasies are coming 
true! Hustler Toys brings you the 
Porn Star Pussy, a realistic pair 
of lips that are eager to please. 
If you’ve ever watched porn and 
wanted to get in the action,  
then this babe is for you.

Code ST0984 

£26.00

Only £26 Only £26 Only £33

Top
Seller!

Pay by cheque, blank uncrossed postal order, or cash and get FREE shipping on orders £30+ in value
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New From Pump Worx
Penis Head Enlarger o
By applying direct vacuum suction on the most 
sensitive area of your cock, the Penis Head 
Enlarger feels just like a real blowjob! The tight 
PVC sleeve wraps tight around your head and 
clings to your shaft, creating a super-strong 
vacuum that produces maximum results.

Smoke Code ST2120  £19.00

Blow ’N Grow  
Penis Pump q
Get the size and confidence 
you’ve always dreamt about 
as you watch your cock 
grow bigger and thicker than 
ever before! By surrounding 
your entire shaft with direct 
vacuum suction, the Blow 
‘N Grow Penis Pump feels 
just like a real blowjob - only 
better! The super-soft TPR 
pleasure sleeve wraps tight 
around you, clinging to your 
entire cock to create a super-
strong vacuum that produces 
maximum results. You will 
quickly discover throbbing 
rock-hard erections that 
feel great with no midway 
performance let downs!

Smoke  
Code ST2122  

£49.00

Cock Trainer 
Pump System q
Increase your size 
and confidence 
without dangerous 
medications or 
expensive surgeries 
with this safe and 
easy-to-use Cock Trainer 
Pump System. With 
each pull of the Sure-
Grip pump trigger, 
your pleasure rod will 
grow bigger, thicker, 
and swell with power. 
This amazing training system 
is perfect for beginners and 
includes three soft PVC 
sleeves that gradually increase 
in diameter. Start out with the smallest opening 
sleeve and work your way up to the biggest donut.

Smoke Code ST2121  £28.00

Pro Power Auto-Vac Pump o
This hands-free auto-powered penis pump is the 
easy way to instantly enlarge your penis without 
any negative side-effects. Just sit back, relax, 
and let the battery-powered pump do all the work 
for you! With the push of a button, the powerful 
motor creates a super-strong vacuum inside the 
chamber, forcing your 
erection to quickly 
expand its length and 
girth. Simply insert 
your penis into the 
tube, press the power 
button, and cycle 
between three speeds 
of suction as you 
watch your pleasure 

rod swell with 
power!

Smoke Code 
ST2123  £56.00

NEWNEW

NEW

only £56

only £28

only £19

only £49

NEW

Thin TPR suction 
sleeve grips and 
strokes every inch!

Order by phone: 0208 144 6365  Order by fax: 0207 900 3622
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Fantastic 
Value!

Pump Masturbators From Pump Worx

Enjoy the sensation of a real 
blowjob while you increase 
your size and have thick 
throbbing erections that last! 
With each pump or squeeze, 
a super-strong vacuum is 
created inside the chamber 
forcing your erection to 
quickly expand its length and 
girth. Choose a speed on 
the base dial and enjoy extra 
stimulation while you pump up 
your pleasure rod. Free cock 
ring is included! q

With these vacuum pump 
masturbators, Pump Worx 
have taken the soft lifelike feel 
of a Fanta Flesh pussy and 
combined it with a powerful 
performance pump! Slip 
through the super-soft pussy 
and into the vacuum cylinder 
tube. The pussy feels great 
and forms a perfectly tight 
seal against the skin to create 
a powerful vacuum inside the 
chamber, forcing your erection 
to quickly expand and swell 
with power as you squeeze 
the handle! This multi-function 
pump doubles as a suction 
masturbator - when you’ve 
reached your desired size, 
simply push the quick-release 
valve to relieve the pressure, 
then enjoy fucking the lifelike 
pussy with your newly swollen 
pleasure rod. Free cock ring is 
included! q

Fanta Flesh Pussy Pump 
Code ST2012  £29.00

Deluxe Head Job 
Vibrating Power Pump 
Code ST2014  £39.00

Beginner’s Pussy Pump 
Code ST2011  £27.00

Head Job  
Vibrating Power Pump 
Code ST2013  £35.00

only £29

only £39

only £35

FREE 
COCK 
RING

only £27

FREE 
COCK 
RING

Visit our website: www.sex-toys-direct.co.uk
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Beginner’s  
Vibrating Pump q
The clear vacuum tube 
allows you to watch your 
cock grow, and the quick-
release valve relieves 
pressure with a push of the 
button. Choose a speed 
on the vibrating bullet and 
enjoy extra stimulation while 
you pump up your pleasure 
rod - it sucks, pumps and 
vibrates!

Clear Code ST2010 

£24.00

Silicone  
Power Pump q
Similar to the Beginner’s 
Power Pump, but with a 
silicone opening instead 

of PVC. The silicone sleeve 
feels great against your 
cock while providing extra 
stimulation.

Clear Code ST2009 

£20.00
Beginner’s  
Power Pump p
A great economic starter pump for first time pumping 
experiences. With each squeeze of the medical-style 
pump ball, your pleasure rod will swell with power. 
Once you penetrate the smooth flexible PVC opening, 
you’ll quickly discover throbbing rock-hard erections 
that will feel great and will last.

Smoke Code ST2006 

Clear Code ST2007 

Blue Code ST2008 

£13.00 each

Pump Worx

only £13 only £20

only £24

Pipedream’s line of Pump 
Worx products are very  
well-designed and offer all the 
essentials for penis pumping. 
Whether its full-blown pro 
pump kits or their great 
beginner line, Pipedream 
makes vacuum pumps that 
will fulfil all needs.

Top
Seller!

Fantastic 
Value!

Fantastic 
Value!

Read this brochure online at: www.simply-direct.com
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Apollo
Apollo Wireless 
7-Function Stroker o
A soft tight stretchy stroker with a 
removable vibrating stimulator.  
It has seven functions of 
vibration, pulsation and 
escalation, and the textured 
stroker is reversible for added 
sensations. It has an easy push 
button control -  
just hold for  
3 seconds to 
turn off.  
Batteries are 
included.

Smoke  
Code ST1892 

Blue  
Code ST1893

£31.00 each

Apollo Curved  
Prostate Probe o
Superior curved prostate 
stimulation with added comfort 
and reach. Pliable and durable, 
it has an easy pull handle and 
is smooth, virtually seamless, 
unscented, and Phthalate free.

Code GT2001 

£11.00

p Apollo Universal 
Prostate Probe
This probe will give you superior 
stimulation with full comfort and 
reach. Pliable and durable, it 
has an easy pull handle and 
is smooth, virtually seamless, 
unscented, and Phthalate free.

Code GT2000  £11.00only £31

only £11

only £11

Apollo Premium Power Pump o
This vacuum pump has a removable air hose that 
easily detaches while maintaining suction. It is a 
professional grade vacuum pump 
with an easy squeeze trigger 
handle, a heavy-duty oversized 
seamless cylinder 
with flanged base 
and universal 
measurements.  
The flexible non-
crimping hose is quick 
to disconnect. The 
pump also has a silicone 
donut and a quick release 
valve.

Smoke  
Code ST2002 

Blue  
Code ST2003

£46.00 each

Apollo Automatic 
Power Pump o
This automatic 
version does all 
the pumping for 
you. All the great 
features too of 
the Premium 
Power Pump. 
This pump 
sets a new 
standard 
according to 
The American 
Pumpers 
Association!

Smoke  
Code ST2004 

Clear  
Code ST2005

£79.00 each

only £46

only £79

Top
Seller!

Pay by cheque, blank uncrossed postal order, or cash and get FREE shipping on orders £30+ in value
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Now it’s easier than ever to pump your cock to a bigger and better size! The XLSucker range 
of Penis Pumps comprise of a plastic cylinder that fits over your penis and helps you get an 
erection - or a bigger erection - by suction. As the air in the cylinder is sucked out, the vacuum 
pulls your penis into the cylinder and more blood rushes into the penis. After removing the 
cylinder, the result is a temporarily bigger dick and a more impressive erection! Built to add 
length and girth to the penis, or to achieve and maintain an erection, your XLSucker creates 
a vacuum in the chamber which then draws blood to the penis making it larger. Pump users 
usually report an increase in their length or girth after regular penis pump usage.

XLSucker Pumps

XLSucker 
Digital Penis 
Pump q
This model has a 
high technology 
digital PSI reader 
with blue backlight 
design, an air 
release press 
button, and a 
handy automatic 
electronic trigger.

Code ST0945

£42.00

XLSucker 
Automatic 
Penis Pump q
This model has a 
handy automatic 
electronic trigger 
and a push button 
air pressure release.

Code ST0944

£34.00

only 
£42

only 
£21

XLSucker Penis 
Pump q
This is the basic 
model, available in 
three different colours.

Transparent  
Code ST0946

Black  
Code ST0947 

Blue  
Code ST0948

£21.00 each

Fantastic 
Value!

only 
£34

Order by phone: 0208 144 6365  Order by fax: 0207 900 3622
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The Bathmate penis pump is the world’s first water-based device for enlarging the penis, with 
instant sustainable results - and it’s a whole lot of fun too! The device is filled with water and 
placed over the penis, sealing at the base against your body. The gaiter acts as both a seal 
and as the pump mechanism. As you compress the device against your body, excess water 
is expelled causing a hydro vacuum which is much stronger than you could create with an air 
based vacuum pump. Over time it is thought that most individuals can gain between 1-3 inches 
in length with a 25% increase in girth!

Bathmate

Hercules q 
The original and best 
selling penis enhancer 
in three great colours.

Blue 
Code SP0027

Clear 
Code SP0852

Red 
Code SP0854

£80.00 each

Hydromax X30 q 
Greater suction than the 
Hercules and suitable 
for average penis sizes 
up to 7½" in length 
and 2" in erect girth. 
Bathmate’s best-selling 
size.

Clear 
Code SP1780

Blue 
Code SP1781

Red 
Code SP1782

£110.00 each

Hydromax X20 q 
Greater suction than 
the Hercules and made 
especially for below 
average penis sizes under 
5½" and/or under 1½" in 
erect girth. You gain a lot 
quicker than using bigger 
pumps.

Blue 
Code SP0614

Clear 
Code SP0402

Red 
Code SP0551

£105.00 each

Hydromax X40 q 
Wider and deeper than 
the X30 for even better 
pumping. Suitable for 
men over 7½" long 
and/or over 2" in girth.

Clear 
Code SP1898

Blue 
Code SP1899

Red 
Code SP0964

£145.00 each

only £80

only £110 only £145

only £105

Top
Seller!

NEW

Visit our website: www.sex-toys-direct.co.uk
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GMax Power Caps q
GMax Power Caps (formerly known as 
Gold MAX) are a completely safe and 
effective herbal viagra substitute for men 
who suffer from loss of desire or erection 
difficulties. Works in 30 minutes with no 
unpleasant side effects. Contains a unique 
blend of natural Chinese herbal ingredients, 
designed specifically to enhance male 
sexual performance.

 1 Tablet pack Code SP0065 £5.00

 5 Tablet pack Code SP0066 £20.00

 10 Tablet pack Code SP0323 £35.00

 20 Tablet pack Code SP0324 £65.00

V-XL Instant o
Works In Minutes - Lasts For Hours!

What makes V-XL Instant so powerful is its unique under the tongue 
technology. A brand new concept in male sexual virility using fast 
action absorption, V-XL Instant is a high end market brand, with the 
look and feel that is expected of such a unique product.

V-XL Instant is placed under the tongue where it dissolves quickly. 
As it is taken directly into the blood stream, 
it is more effective and faster acting than 
capsules. The effect can be evident in as little 
as 5 minutes and it has no 
unpleasant side effects! 
Each pack contains 10 
doses of V-XL Instant, 
although a Sampler 
Pack of 2 doses is also 
available.

 10 Dose pack 
Code SP0325 
£70.00

 2 Dose sampler pack 
Code SP0328 
£25.00

V-XL Desensitiser  
Spray Delay 100 o
V-XL Desensitiser Spray Delay 100 is 
an outstanding product for delaying 
ejaculation and prolonging sexual 
pleasure. 100% 
natural, it is safe 
and effective, and 
is simple and easy 
to use. Last longer 
by keeping your 
erection hard. 
Pocket sized 12ml 
spray for absolute 
discretion.

Code  
SP2098

£10.00

Performance Pills... that work!
NO prescription required • NO nasty side effects

Top
Seller!

from 
£5

NEW
from 

£10from 
£25
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Last Longer!

Female Arousal!
ON Natural Arousal  
Oil For Her q
A revolutionary new  
product that enhances 
sexual pleasure in women. 
After applying 1 to 2 drops 
to the clitoris, it produces 
several sensations that 
cause arousal, moistening, 
and orgasms that are 
quicker, longer-lasting,  
and more frequent.

Code SP1600
£15.00

r Sustain  
Performance Gel 

A unique product designed 
to both enhance your 

erection and allow you to 
last longer than ever before. 
Longer and harder! What a 
combination!

1 Tube  
Code SP0049  £25.00

3 Tubes  
Code SP0050  £50.00  
(SAVE £25)

Orgasm Plus Gel  
For Women q
Designed to bring a woman 
to new heights of orgasmic 
intensity by enhancing 
blood flow and sensitivity 
in the female clitoris. 
Massage liberally into 
the genital area as a part 
of foreplay to allow the 
active ingredients to 
work their magic!

Code SP0041 
£25.00

Stud 100 q
Join thousands of other satisfied 
users! Just a small squirt of this 
effective spray and you will keep 
your erection as long as you want.

Code SP0048 

£12.00

r China Brush 
This legendary blend of 
precious oil and secret oriental 
ingredients helps create 
excellent erections and staying 
power. Just massage into your 
cock 15 minutes prior to sex.

Code SP0036 

£20.00

from 
£25

only 
£12

only 
£20

Retarding Gel q
Last longer than ever before, 
plus increase your confidence 
and pleasure. Massage into 
your penis 15 minutes before 
intercourse to gain new  
found power!

Code SP0047 

£20.00

only £20

NEW
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We have a large 
selection of Aromas 
(also known as Poppers) 
available for sale -  
all 100% legal and safe to enjoy. 

Reduce your inhibitions and 
reach new orgasmic levels!

Aromas
Titus Strong 
Aroma 10ml o
A firm favourite, and an 
aroma which exudes 

strength, 
power and 
manliness.
Code 
GT0740 

£5.00

Titus Extra 
Strong 10ml o
Amazingly strong 
to increase your 

experience. 
You could 
say that it 
packs a 
punch! 

Code 
GT0741 
£6.00

Rush 10ml o
There is no holding 
back with this potent 
bottle of poppers - 

strong aroma 
for a very 
big wow!
Code 
GT0748 
£6.00

TNT 10ml o
Blow your socks 
off with TNT - twice 
as powerful as the 
nearest 
rival!
Code 
GT0744 
£5.00

English 22ml o
The most popular 
English popper comes 
in a massive 
22ml bottle, 
so your 
excitement 
goes even 
further!
Code 
GT0746 
£6.00

FF 25ml o
FF not only comes in 
a massive 25ml bottle, 

but is also 
a super 
strong 
aroma 
specifically 

designed 
for men. 
A real 
hardcore 
aroma!
Code 
GT0393 
£6.00

o Xtreme  
Glow 22ml
This special edition of 
the popular Xtreme is 

pure Isopropyl 
Nitrite. An 
extra strong 
aroma that 
is sure to hit 
the spot and 
give you an 
amazing 
glow!
Code 
GT1962 
£6.00

Liquid XL Gold 
15ml o
These poppers are 
sure to give you the 

ultimate 
feeling and 
make you 
feel on top 
of the world!

Code 
GT0777 
£6.00

Max 
Gold 
10ml 
q
A 
milder 
mix 
popper 
for 
those who 
like it a little more laid 
back. Still guaranteed 
to loosen things up!
Code GT0745 
£5.00

Xtreme 
22ml 
q
Take it 
to the 
Xtreme 
with this 
highly 
potent 
popper. 
Big 
bottle and not for the 
squeamish!
Code GT0747 
£6.00

Fantastic 
Value!

only 
£5

only 
£5

only 
£6

only 
£6

only 
£6only 

£6only 
£6

only 
£6

only 
£6

only 
£5

Order by phone: 0208 144 6365  Order by fax: 0207 900 3622
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Fantastic 
Value!

Bigger and Harder Erections!
Black Label Penis 
Power Cream  
(strength JJJ) q
A terrific penis development 
and erection cream that works 
equally well for those seeking 
to create stronger erections or 
as part of a penis enlargement 
programme. This amazing 
product encourages blood 
flow into the penis, which 
in turn aids the erection 
process!

Code SP0035

£15.00

Red Label Penis 
Power Gel  
(strength JJJJ) q
A super strength penis 
and erection gel. Use with 
caution and as directed to 
get a boner built to last. 
Powerful stuff!

Code SP0046 

£18.00

o Largo Gold Penis Gel 
(strength JJJJJ)
This is arguably the finest 
and strongest all-round penis 
enlargement, erection and 
conditioning gel. Extra strength 

ingredients help 
you create the 
biggest and 
hardest hard-on 
you have ever 
experienced!

1 Tube  
Code SP0037 
£25.00

3 Tubes  
Code SP0038 
£50.00  
(SAVE £25)

r Potence 
Plus Gold 
Cream
Invigorate your 
penis! Containing 
a naturally 
occurring amino 
acid (L-Arginine), 
this wonderful 
cream soaks 
into the deep 
tissues of the 
penis and 
combines with 
oxygen. The 
result is easier 
erections 
and greater 
pleasure!

1 Tube  
Code SP0042  £20.00

3 Tubes  
Code SP0043  £40.00 
(SAVE £20)

Intermate 
Luxury 
Formula 
Lubricant 
q
Blended 
from the 
most 
exquisite 
natural 
ingredients, 
this lubricant is not only 
sublimely slippery but conditions 
the skin as well. Safe for use with 
condoms and developer seals.

Code SP0053  £10.00

only £15 only £18

only 
£10

from 
£20

from 
£25

Top
Seller!

Visit our website: www.sex-toys-direct.co.uk
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Lubricants
Pjur Original o
The best selling 
personal silicone 
lubricant in the 
world. It provides 
a pleasurable, 
long-lasting gliding 
feeling, while 
making your skin 
smooth and silky 
soft.

30ml  
Code ST1812  
£7.00

100ml  
Code ST1813 
£14.00

250ml  
Code ST1814 
£29.00

Pjur Analyse Me o
An innovative silicone 
formula with natural 
active ingredients 
specifically 
developed for 
use in anal 
intercourse, 
guaranteeing 
relaxed pleasure 
without a 
desensitizing 
effect.

30ml  
Code ST1821 
£8.00

100ml  
Code ST1822 
£16.00

Pjur Woman o
Designed especially 
for women, Pjur 
Woman is tailored 
for comfort, 
pleasure, and 
sensuality with 
no perfumes or 
preservatives used 
in the formula.

30ml  
Code ST1818 
£7.00

100ml  
Code ST1819 
£14.00

250ml  
Code ST1820 
£29.00

Pjur MySpray 
Stimulation 
For Women q
An effective and 
stimulating spray 
for women. Its 
special formula 
improves 
blood flow and 
circulation in the 
intimate areas 
of the body, 
increasing 
sensitivity and 
sexual arousal.

20ml  
Code 
ST1825

£16.00

Pjur Aqua o
Pjur’s premium 
water-based 
lubricant has a 
gentle high grade 
formula that is fully 
absorbed by the 
skin. Pjur Aqua 
moisturizes and is 
never sticky.

30ml  
Code ST1815 
£7.00

100ml  
Code ST1816 
£12.00

250ml  
Code ST1817 
£24.00

Pjur Superhero 
Performance 
Spray q
For added staying 
power, this is the 
ultimate delay 
spray for men.  
The well-balanced 
ingredients 
can prevent 
premature 
ejaculation and 
prolong intimate 
pleasure.

20ml  
Code  
ST1824

£16.00

from £7

from £8

from £7from £7

only £16 only £16

Read this brochure online at: www.simply-direct.com
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H2O Lubricant o
The only water-based lube that 
feels just like silicone - a true 
pure longer lasting glide.

60ml 
Code 
SP0990 
£7.00

120ml 
Code 
SP0557 
£9.00

240ml 
Code  
SP1842 
£14.00

H2O Anal Lubricant o
An extra thick high viscosity 
formula for greater anal 
comfort. This water-based anal 
lube delivers pure sensual glide 
with no numbing agents or 
desensitizers.

60ml 
Code SP1975 
£7.00

120ml 
Code 
SP1976 
£9.00

240ml 
Code  
SP1977 
£14.00

H2O Cool Lubricant o
Experience an icy thrill and 
enhanced sensual pleasure 
- the cooling tingle starts on 

contact to 
heighten arousal 
while the lasting 
glide feels just 
like silicone.

60ml 
Code 
SP1971 
£8.00

120ml 
Code 
SP1972 
£10.00

H2O Cool Anal 
Lubricant o
A silky thicker water-based anal 

lube, but with a 
tingling burst of 
cool on contact 
as it is infused 
with French 
menthol.

60ml 
Code 
SP1978 
£8.00

120ml 
Code 
SP1979 
£10.00

H2O Warming  
Lubricant o
Unlike other warming lubes, 
the H2O Warming activates in 

seconds without 
blowing or rubbing. 
Feel an arousing 
spark of heat that 
excites the senses 

and heightens 
response!

60ml 
Code SP1973 
£8.00

120ml 
Code SP1974 
£10.00

H2O Warming Anal 
Lubricant o
A water-based anal lube with a 
warming sensation that starts 
on contact and an extra thick 
high viscosity formula for 
greater anal 
comfort.

60ml 
Code  
SP1980  
£8.00

120ml 
Code 
SP1981 
£10.00

System Jo
System Jo H2O water-based lubricants are all super long lasting,  
and never sticky or tacky. With no animal-based glycerin or animal  
by-products, they are 100% latex safe and compatible with all  
condoms and toys. They contain no silicone, wax or oil.

Fantastic 
Value!

from £8 from £8

from £7 from £8
from £8

from £7

Pay by cheque, blank uncrossed postal order, or cash and get FREE shipping on orders £30+ in value
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Gun Oil

r Gun Oil 
Force Recon 
100ml
Force Recon is 
a revolutionary 
specialty hybrid 
silicone gel that 
provides the lasting 
glide of silicone and the 
easy clean up of a water 
based formula. It is 
thick, no-drip, slick and 
smooth, and condom 
compatible.

Code GT0960

£15.00

Gun Oil H2O Water 
Based Lubricant q
The ideal double agent, 
this is a premier purified 
water-based lubricant 
that delivers super 
smooth, long-lasting 
glide with a wetter lighter 
weight feel than silicone. 
Condom compatible, 
unscented, flavour-free, 
and safe for toys.

120ml  
Code GT0961  £12.00

237ml  
Code GT0962  £19.00

Gun Oil Silicone 
Lubricant q
If the military issued a 
lubricant, then this is what 
they would distribute with 
the condoms and artillery. 
Made with a proprietary 
three-molecule silicone blend 
that keeps a Privates’ parts 
well lubricated. Condom 
compatible, unscented, 
flavour-free, and safe  
for toys.

120ml  
Code GT0963  £17.00

237ml  
Code GT0965  £27.00

r Gun Oil Stroke29 
Masturbation Cream
The Gun Oil intelligence team 
has created a top-secret cream 
that gets better the longer it’s 
deployed. Experience super-long 
glide that never breaks down, 
giving you an intense solo 
sensation experience. Vitamin 
E and Aloe Vera are added to 
minimize skin irritation and 
soften skin.

100ml  
Code GT0966  £15.00

200ml  
Code GT0939  £23.00

from 
£12

Following his return from Kuwait, a former Marine and founder of Gun Oil recalled soldiers 
using CLP liquid, usually used to keep firearms and other weapons clean and firing accurately, 
as a perfect personal lubricant when relief was necessary. Knowing of CLP’s long lasting 
properties, the founder greatly improved on this concept by changing the ingredients to a 
hypoallergenic, topically safe, user-friendly formula, ideally suited for heightening sexual 
pleasure when used for intercourse or personal use. The result is a selection of unsurpassed 
Gun Oil products that always deliver a highly satisfying experience and elevate the vital 
expression of masculine fulfillment.

from 
£17

from 
£15only 

£15Top
Seller!

Order by phone: 0208 144 6365  Order by fax: 0207 900 3622
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Clean Stream Water 
Bottle Douche Kit o
This cleansing kit is an easy-
to-use and effective cleaning 
system that has everything 
you need for a thorough and 
comfortable cleanse. This kit 
includes one tapered tip, one 
nozzle tip, one easy-hang hook, 
a flow control clamp, adapter, 
and 5 feet of flexible tubing. The 
water bottle is made of premium 
durable rubber and holds 
approximately 
2 quarts of 
liquid.

Code 
GT0339 

£20.00

Clean Stream  
Enema Bulb o
For those who want a quick and 
easy fix, this Enema Bulb is a 
great option. Fluid is added to 
the bulb, the nozzle screws tight 
and you are ready to go. The 
nozzle is a screw-in system that 
insures a secure seal. This bulb 
is perfect for travelling and clean 
up is simple.

Blue  
Code  
GT0333

Red  
Code  
GT0648 

£12.00 
each

Clean Stream In-Line 
Bulb Enema Syringe o
This In-Line Bulb Accelerator is 
a Higginson syringe one-way 
pump. This bulb and nozzle 
combo sends liquid from one 
end submerged in liquid to the 
other end fitted with a tapered 
nozzle. The nozzle may be 
inserted into the rectum or into 
another device to give extra 
control to pump liquid in a 
steady stream.

Code GT0335 

£17.00

Clean Stream Quick & Easy  
Cleansing Kit o
This Essentials Enema Kit comes with everything you 
need so that you can immediately begin enjoying 
enema play yourself or with your partner. Just load 
up the 300ml bulb with your desired liquid and then 
proceed to give your partner (or yourself) an enema. 
Then use the anal pacifier 
plug to retain the fullness 
feeling and to be fully 
prepared for anal 
encounters. Both 
are made of high-
quality silicone.

Code GT0337 
£29.00

Clean Stream Inflatable Enema Plug o
The Inflatable Enema Plug is an ingenious idea which 
is very simple to use. The smooth silicone plug slides 
easily into place and can be gently inflated using 
the hand bulb. When the desired level of inflation is 
achieved the plug’s base sits tight against the anus 
to create a water tight seal. Then water or other liquid 
can be introduced to the rectum, either by using one 
of the Clean Stream bag enema systems or an In-Line 
Accelerator Pump, creating a very satisfying feeling of 
being filled. Then, when the time comes 
to end the session, the pressure valve 
is released deflating the plug and 
releasing the fluid.

Code GT0336 
£44.00

Douches From Clean Stream

only 
£29

only 
£12

only 
£44

Top
Seller!

Visit our website: www.sex-toys-direct.co.uk
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TitanMen  
Anal Douche o
A key factor to anal play is 
cleanliness, and this set helps 
with that. The squeeze bottle 
holds just the right amount of 
liquid and easily and comfortably 
dispenses it via the flexible and 
curved nozzle. The liquid is 
delivered in a steady stream, and 
the nozzle is removable for easier 
cleaning.

Code 
GT0983

£23.00

Clean Stream DeLuxe Enema Bulb o
Get clean quickly and comfortably with this easy 
to use enema bulb. Curved nozzle for increased 
pleasure. Suitable for anal enemas and vaginal 
douching.

Code GT0334

£20.00

Clean Stream Shower Enema Set o
A unique product outfitted for use as a shower 
attachment. This quality kit features both a  
5" and 3½" nozzle with a 6' metal 
bidet hose. Simple installation - 
no modifications needed to the 
existing shower.

Code GT0340

£39.00

Colt Anal Douche o
An easy to use cleaning system 
designed for pleasure and 
simplicity. Comfortable and 
simple to clean, it can be used 
with the standard tip as a douche 
to clean up or experiment with 
the ribbed 
tip to add 
pleasure 
to your 
douching!

Code 
GT1532

£18.00

Colt Guyser  
Anal Douche o
An ideal douche with its soft tip 
for firm comfort and easy use 
bulb. It is slightly longer than 
most other anal douches and is 
quick and easy to put together. 
This 
douche 
is easy 
to clean 
and offers 
both anal 
hygiene 
and anal 
enjoyment.

Code 
GT1533

£25.00

Douches

only 
£20

only 
£18

only 
£25

only 
£23

only 
£39

Top
Seller!

Fantastic 
Value!

Read this brochure online at: www.simply-direct.com
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Discount Condoms
Buy condoms in bulk and save £££ over High Street prices!

MATES Mates are the second largest UK condom manufacturer and have a range of 
premium condoms, a loyal customer base, and very strong brand awareness.

Natural 24 for £13.00   Code: SP0225 54 for £20.00   Code: SP0226

Snug Fit Conform 12 for £13.00   Code: SP0255 24 for £20.00   Code: SP0256

PASANTE The UK’s favourite and fastest growing condom company. Known for 
innovation and service, Pasante is a top quality condom brand you can trust.

Naturelle 36 for £13.00   Code: SP0227 72 for £20.00   Code: SP0228

Large 24 for £13.00   Code: SP0246 48 for £20.00   Code: SP0247

Extra Large King Size 24 for £13.00   Code: SP0235 48 for £20.00   Code: SP0236

Trim Snug Fit 18 for £13.00   Code: SP0257 36 for £20.00   Code: SP0258

Mixed Flavours 24 for £13.00   Code: SP0243 48 for £20.00   Code: SP0244

EXS EXS condoms are one of the fastest growing condom brands in the UK 
and are the condom of choice for many Primary Care Trusts.

Air Thin 30 for £13.00   Code: SP0264 62 for £20.00   Code: SP0265

Max Protection Extra Strong 30 for £13.00   Code: SP0260 62 for £20.00   Code: SP0261

Magnum Extra Large 30 for £13.00   Code: SP0233 62 for £20.00   Code: SP0234

Rugged Dots Smiley Face 30 for £13.00   Code: SP0262 62 for £20.00   Code: SP0263

Climax Delay Ribbed/Dotted 30 for £13.00   Code: SP0229 62 for £20.00   Code: SP0230

Hot Chocolate Flavoured 30 for £13.00   Code: SP0239 62 for £20.00   Code: SP0240

Pay by cheque, blank uncrossed postal order, or cash and get FREE shipping on orders £30+ in value
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These dvds contain explicit uncensored sex showing  
full penetration. Please do not order if offended.

Hot MILFs love their husbands, but the lure of 
a hard young cock proves to be too much of a 
temptation. Mommy does fuck best - it’s true!

Teens 
Wanna 
Have Fun

Big Dicks 
& Young 
Chicks 4

Horny 
Grannies 
Love To 
Fuck 7

Two hours of hot teens happily slurping cock, 
fingering their own pussies, getting fucked 
and playing with whichever toy is available.

Young innocent hotties have their pussies 
filled to the max with hard meat. They will 
never go back to average sized guys after 
this - they will always need thick cocks to 
stay satisfied!

Randy old dears love hard cock, masculine 
hands over their skin, and having someone 
younger than them plundering their bodies! 
Grandpa’s dead - time for some head!

Hetro Adult DVDs

MILFs 
Seeking 
Boys 8

ONLY
£10

ONLY
£10

ONLY
£10ONLY

£10

DVDS JUST £1O EACH!

Code: 
AB22445 
£10.00

Code: 
PR25011 
£10.00

Code: 
TF14723 
£10.00

Code: 
AB5588 
£10.00
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These dvds contain explicit uncensored sex showing  
full penetration. Please do not order if offended.

There’s good girls, there’s bad girls and then 
there’s Evil Bitches. Cock-hungry sex fiends 
drive men crazy with desire. Sin never looked 
so good!

Bi-Sexual 
Cuckold 7

Babysitter 
Diaries 16

American 
Tranny 4

Devoted studs get a gender-bending surprise 
when their cock hungry girlfriends watch 
them suck and fuck a hot guy before they  
join in the fun! Kinky trios!

More hot stories of what sitters really get 
up to. These hot babysitters are sneaky little 
minxes and they are after only one thing - 
hung cock!

These she-male jizz experts have a little 
something xxxtra in their panties and they 
bring their naughtiest fantasies to life! It all 
turns out to be a pretty big surprise!

Hetro Adult DVDs

Evil 
Bitches

ONLY
£15

ONLY
£15

ONLY
£15

ONLY
£15

DVDS JUST £15 EACH!

Code: 
FR13593 
£15.00

Code: 
AB13791 
£15.00

Code: 
AB22662 
£15.00

Code: 
AB9335 
£15.00
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These dvds contain explicit uncensored sex showing  
full penetration. Please do not order if offended.

Seven real moms in their 40s and 50s love 
playing with cock - sucking and jacking them 
until their old faces are glazed with cum. 
They’ll do anything for sperm!

MILF 
Tugs 
Hardcut 
9

Ash 
Hollywood 
Is Filthy

Tits & 
Tats 
Always 
For Anal

An erotic journey into the mind of Ash 
Hollywood. Frantic threesomes, hard anal 
poundings and sensual lesbian encounters as 
limits are pushed and boundaries are broken!

Over two hours of great action from 
Brazzers featuring tattooed girls, tight 
pussy fucking and epic anal poundings all 
culminating in huge facials!

Filmed in explicit detail at a British club 
tranny night, watch a crowd of TVs, cross 
dressers and their admirers let their hair 
(and everything else) down for an unbridled 
evening of lust!

Hetro Adult DVDs

Tranny 
Night 
At Club 
Naughty

Code: 
SC950 
£20.00

Code: 
HM25173 
£20.00

Code: 
BZ1158 
£20.00

Code: 
PL20515 
£20.00
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These dvds contain explicit uncensored sex showing  
full penetration. Please do not order if offended.

Classic Viv Thomas as he produces a 
delicious lesbian offering that takes some of 
the best girls in the biz and sees them loved 
like every girl wants to be loved.

Members 
Only 4

S For 
Slavegirl 
2

Voyeurism

Five scenes of extra-erotic pain and perfect 
pussy pleasure! Filmed in a real dungeon, 
this is pure fetish gold as a number of willing 
slaves suffer at the hands of impish Master 
Willhelm!

Seven sexy exhibitionists put on a provocative 
show for each other. You love to watch. They 
love to be looked at. So bring all your lesbian 
fantasies to life!

Mistress Opium is strong, dominant, and 
sadistic. Watch as she subjects her pathetic 
male slaves to more and more humiliating 
punishments!

Hetro Adult DVDs

Addictive 
Domination

Code: 
SV11922 
£20.00

Code: 
SC13048 
£20.00

Code: 
SV12106 
£20.00

Code: 
SC23319 
£20.00
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These dvds contain explicit uncensored sex showing  
full penetration. Please do not order if offended.

Shot on location in France and London, 
this is the story of Luke and Ben and the 
shags they have outside their relationship. 
Raunchy and very believable - a British film 
to treasure!

Lair 
Of The 
Sultan

Screwed

Heat & 
Shadows

From his sumptuous palace a Sultan sends 
his soldiers to bring him the sexiest teen lads 
in his kingdom to be his sexual playthings. 
Watch young lads fall victim to his lust!

Whether you’re incarcerated or simply 
working in this prison, you stand a good 
chance of getting it in the end. Eleven 
extremely hot guys go down as this tale of 
prison lust unfolds!

Bulging with exquisite imagery, truly stunning 
young men, and shot on location in London, 
this dvd is two hours of ball-busting sex and 
is Christian Marshall’s hottest film!

Gay Adult DVDs

Boyz On 
The Side

ONLY
£10 ONLY

£10

ONLY
£10

ONLY
£10

GAY DVDS JUST £10 EACH!

Code: 
CL10279 
£10.00

Code: 
LD16686 
£10.00

Code: 
JS2013 
£10.00

Code: 
CL11576 
£10.00
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These dvds contain explicit uncensored sex showing  
full penetration. Please do not order if offended.

Older men on the pull for smooth tight arse 
in this terrific older/younger action dvd. 
Five scenes of fresh twinky boys getting 
treatment from masculine hairy older guys!

Bears 
Seduce 
Twinks 1

Felching 
Jake 
Manhole

Three-
somes

Deliciously dirty action! Eight horse-hung 
amateur studs fuck then blow their sticky 
loads inside Jake’s sloppy puckered hole 
before taking a taste with their probing 
tongues!

Who says that two’s company but three’s 
a crowd? Sucking and threeway action with 
tons of white hot boy lava erupting all over 
tight twink bodies. Two into one does go!

Straight stud Casey screams at the pain 
and humiliation he suffers as Van beats him 
with punches and whipping before pinching 
clothespins are attached to his torso! 
Extreme!

Gay Adult DVDs

Screams 
Are 
Filling 
The 
Chamber

Code: 
GH16256 
£20.00

Code: 
GH18934 
£20.00

Code: 
GH17500 
£20.00

Code: 
KC6431 
£20.00
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2 Hustler Barely Legal specials with all the girls going for the 
natural look downstairs. With each mag featuring at least 10, hot, 
hairy, unshaved  lovelies displaying their furry pussies with pride.

Men pushing women to the limit. 
These girls won’t be involved in any stronger action than his! 

Each issue features at least 8 super strong pictorials.

Two of Americas best selling hardcore  titles. Inside each of these 
magazines there’s explicit sex on almost every page – anal, 

group, lesbian, BJs, creampie & more. Plus letters, dvd reviews, 
articles & interviews.

2 magazines full of delicious licking lezzies. 
Girls in two, three & foursomes. Contains over 150 graphic 

uncensored pictures of some seriously hot lesbian lust.

All Bush Twin Pack Extreme Sex Twin Pack

Cheri & Club 2 PackGirls on Girls 2 Pack

2 Hustler Barely Legal specials with all the girls going for the Men pushing women to the limit. 

Two of Americas best selling hardcore  titles. Inside each of these 2 magazines full of delicious licking lezzies. 

2 Hustler Barely Legal specials with all the girls going for the 2 Hustler Barely Legal specials with all the girls going for the Men pushing women to the limit. Men pushing women to the limit. 

Two of Americas best selling hardcore  titles. Inside each of these Two of Americas best selling hardcore  titles. Inside each of these 2 magazines full of delicious licking lezzies. 2 magazines full of delicious licking lezzies. 

 USUAL PRICE £15.98
BUY BOTH FOR JUST

£11.00
CODE: DE9544

 USUAL PRICE £15.98
BUY BOTH FOR JUST

£11.00
CODE: DE9545 

 USUAL PRICE £15.98
BUY BOTH FOR JUST

£11.00
CODE: DE9547 

 USUAL PRICE £15.98
BUY BOTH FOR JUST

£11.00
CODE: DE9546 

Club Letters 3 Pack Erotic Books

PLAYGIRL Back Issue Pack Allboy 2 Mag Pack

Contains 3 issues  where readers con-
fess their sordid sins to help get your 

juices flowing. Sexy confessions on 
lesbian lust, from Horny MILFs, peeping 
toms, blowjob queens and masturbat-

ing mavens. Naughty stories together 
with some great 

explicit photos.

The most popular celebration of the 
male body anywhere. Enjoy the hot 
nude centerfolds and erotic couple 

pictorials or read the sexy erotic 
stories and celebrity interviews that 

make these magazines the most 
famous name in Male Adult 

Entertainment.

Being on the move can be an escape 
from convention, the eyes of those 

we know, and from ourselves. There 
are few experiences as liberating 

as travelling. So whether it’s planes, 
trains and automobiles, ships or even 
a space station, you can count on the 
Wicked Words authors to capture the 

exhilaration, freedom and passion 
of modern women on the move. 

Original tales of lust and abandon 
guaranteed 

to surprise 
and thrill!

Illustrated with drawings and photos. 
Spanking, whipping, caning and 

flagellation literature from Victorian 
times to the 1970s. Each chapter 

begins with some background com-
mentary, before presenting excerpts 

from classics such as Nell in Brideweel 
and Two Flappers in Paris, to more 

esoteric samplings. Includes a section 
on underground publications. Artwork 

and photos repreesnted range from 
vintage 1930s-

style work to 
Bill Ward.

BUY ALL 3 
FOR JUST

£11.00
CODE: DE9548

BUY ALL 3 
FOR JUST

£10.00
CODE: DE9522 

 £10.00
CODE: DE9549

 £8.00
CODE: DE9549

 £6.00
CODE: DE9550

Full colour and A4 size, featuring full frontal, fully aroused photo 
spreads of young men.  Each issue features model bio’s & inter-
views, video & book reviews, hot fiction and lots more.  All about, 

for, and showcasing 
hot twink men.

Full colour and A4 size, featuring full frontal, fully aroused photo Full colour and A4 size, featuring full frontal, fully aroused photo Full colour and A4 size, featuring full frontal, fully aroused photo 

for, and showcasing 
hot twink men.

BUY BOTH FOR ONLY

£11.00
CODE: DE9551 
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2 Hustler Barely Legal specials with all the girls going for the 
natural look downstairs. With each mag featuring at least 10, hot, 
hairy, unshaved  lovelies displaying their furry pussies with pride.

Men pushing women to the limit. 
These girls won’t be involved in any stronger action than his! 

Each issue features at least 8 super strong pictorials.

Two of Americas best selling hardcore  titles. Inside each of these 
magazines there’s explicit sex on almost every page – anal, 

group, lesbian, BJs, creampie & more. Plus letters, dvd reviews, 
articles & interviews.

2 magazines full of delicious licking lezzies. 
Girls in two, three & foursomes. Contains over 150 graphic 

uncensored pictures of some seriously hot lesbian lust.

All Bush Twin Pack Extreme Sex Twin Pack

Cheri & Club 2 PackGirls on Girls 2 Pack

2 Hustler Barely Legal specials with all the girls going for the Men pushing women to the limit. 

Two of Americas best selling hardcore  titles. Inside each of these 2 magazines full of delicious licking lezzies. 

2 Hustler Barely Legal specials with all the girls going for the 2 Hustler Barely Legal specials with all the girls going for the Men pushing women to the limit. Men pushing women to the limit. 

Two of Americas best selling hardcore  titles. Inside each of these Two of Americas best selling hardcore  titles. Inside each of these 2 magazines full of delicious licking lezzies. 2 magazines full of delicious licking lezzies. 

 USUAL PRICE £15.98
BUY BOTH FOR JUST

£11.00
CODE: DE9544

 USUAL PRICE £15.98
BUY BOTH FOR JUST

£11.00
CODE: DE9545 

 USUAL PRICE £15.98
BUY BOTH FOR JUST

£11.00
CODE: DE9547 

 USUAL PRICE £15.98
BUY BOTH FOR JUST

£11.00
CODE: DE9546 

Club Letters 3 Pack Erotic Books

PLAYGIRL Back Issue Pack Allboy 2 Mag Pack

Contains 3 issues  where readers con-
fess their sordid sins to help get your 

juices flowing. Sexy confessions on 
lesbian lust, from Horny MILFs, peeping 
toms, blowjob queens and masturbat-

ing mavens. Naughty stories together 
with some great 

explicit photos.

The most popular celebration of the 
male body anywhere. Enjoy the hot 
nude centerfolds and erotic couple 

pictorials or read the sexy erotic 
stories and celebrity interviews that 

make these magazines the most 
famous name in Male Adult 

Entertainment.

Being on the move can be an escape 
from convention, the eyes of those 

we know, and from ourselves. There 
are few experiences as liberating 

as travelling. So whether it’s planes, 
trains and automobiles, ships or even 
a space station, you can count on the 
Wicked Words authors to capture the 

exhilaration, freedom and passion 
of modern women on the move. 

Original tales of lust and abandon 
guaranteed 

to surprise 
and thrill!

Illustrated with drawings and photos. 
Spanking, whipping, caning and 

flagellation literature from Victorian 
times to the 1970s. Each chapter 

begins with some background com-
mentary, before presenting excerpts 

from classics such as Nell in Brideweel 
and Two Flappers in Paris, to more 

esoteric samplings. Includes a section 
on underground publications. Artwork 

and photos repreesnted range from 
vintage 1930s-

style work to 
Bill Ward.

BUY ALL 3 
FOR JUST

£11.00
CODE: DE9548

BUY ALL 3 
FOR JUST

£10.00
CODE: DE9522 

 £10.00
CODE: DE9549

 £8.00
CODE: DE9549

 £6.00
CODE: DE9550

Full colour and A4 size, featuring full frontal, fully aroused photo 
spreads of young men.  Each issue features model bio’s & inter-
views, video & book reviews, hot fiction and lots more.  All about, 

for, and showcasing 
hot twink men.

Full colour and A4 size, featuring full frontal, fully aroused photo Full colour and A4 size, featuring full frontal, fully aroused photo Full colour and A4 size, featuring full frontal, fully aroused photo 

for, and showcasing 
hot twink men.

BUY BOTH FOR ONLY

£11.00
CODE: DE9551 
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Sexy Sixties 3 Pack

Razzle Triple Pack

Best of Mayfair . Men Only . Club

Up The Mini 3 Pack
3 NOSTALGIA MAGS 3 NOSTALGIANOSTALGIA MAGS NOSTALGIA

TriplePack Mini3Pack

60 up has established itself as the 
market leader in the UK for this 
area of adult material and after 
reviewing it’s contents you can 

see why – cover to cover 
with naked mature’s with 

their legs spread 
wide!

In print for over 20 years & featur-
ing britain’s horniest babes and 

readers’ wives, Razzle concentrates 
on bringing you the Girl-Next-Door - 
beautiful, fresh, natural girls whose 

attitudes towards sex and their own 
sexuality are very liberal indeed. 

A very brash adult 
magazine.

Three ‘Best Of’ Editions of the most famous 
titles in the adult world and packed full of 
the hottest British totty plus the odd stun-
ner from across the pond!. With a careful 
blend of tantalizing and provocative fea-
tures and the sexiest women. These are 

the UK’s most popular glamour maga-
zines and never disappoint.

A  sizzling selection of over 60 photos 
per book, all of which are posed to 

display stocking tops and suspenders 
to their best advantage. White stock-

ings, high heels, gymslips, mini dress-
es, ankle socks and sneakers, open 

skirts, basques, striped blazer and 
straw boaters plus lots 

more. A5 size.

 RRP £15.00
BUY ALL 3 FOR JUST

£10.00
CODE: DE9524

 RRP £14.00
BUY ALL 3 FOR JUST

£9.00
CODE: DE9525 

 RRP £15.00
BUY ALL 3 FOR JUST

£10.00
CODE: DE9552 

BUY ALL 3 FOR JUST

£9.00
CODE: DE9553

2 erotic comics that feature several explicit comic 
strips from a selection of Eurotica’s favourite artists. 

Extremely good value and very popular.

Janus magazine with its regular features on corporal punishment 
is recognised as the spanking bible. Featuring pretty girls in plim-

soles and panties often defiant in their attitude, yet they are always 
subjected to the most vigorous humiliation and punishment. 

Also great fiction & 
readers’ letters are a 

regular feature.

The world’s no.1 big tit magazine. 
You won’t find any other publication with as many mas-

sive chested girls as this. Full of glamour, hardcore, 
interviews & dvd reviews - 

Score has it all.

Corporal punishment at it’s bum reddening finest. Edited by the beauti-
ful model and gifted artist, Paula Meadows, it lends a feminine slant 

to the world of punitive and erotic corporal chastisement. Paula’s won-
derfully revealing, drama-charged illustrations of yielding females fast 
became classics of the genre. Her own submissive needs are reflected 

throughout its pages.

Sizzle Double Pack Janus Vol. 155 & 156

2 erotic comics that feature several explicit comic Janus magazine with its regular features on corporal punishment 

The world’s no.1 big tit magazine. 
Corporal punishment at it’s bum reddening finest. Edited by the beauti-

2 erotic comics that feature several explicit comic 2 erotic comics that feature several explicit comic Janus magazine with its regular features on corporal punishment Janus magazine with its regular features on corporal punishment 

The world’s no.1 big tit magazine. The world’s no.1 big tit magazine. 
Corporal punishment at it’s bum reddening finest. Edited by the beauti-Corporal punishment at it’s bum reddening finest. Edited by the beauti-

interviews & dvd reviews - interviews & dvd reviews - 

BUY BOTH FOR JUST

£12.00
CODE: DE9554

 RRP £20.00
BUY BOTH FOR JUST

£12.00
CODE: DE9555

 USUAL PRICE £15.98
BUY BOTH FOR JUST

£11.00
CODE: DE9557

Score Big Boob PackFebrus Vol. 1 & 33

 RRP £20.00
BUY BOTH FOR JUST

£10.00
CODE: DE9556
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Sexy Sixties 3 Pack

Razzle Triple Pack

Best of Mayfair . Men Only . Club

Up The Mini 3 Pack
3 NOSTALGIA MAGS 3 NOSTALGIANOSTALGIA MAGS NOSTALGIA

TriplePack Mini3Pack

60 up has established itself as the 
market leader in the UK for this 
area of adult material and after 
reviewing it’s contents you can 

see why – cover to cover 
with naked mature’s with 

their legs spread 
wide!

In print for over 20 years & featur-
ing britain’s horniest babes and 

readers’ wives, Razzle concentrates 
on bringing you the Girl-Next-Door - 
beautiful, fresh, natural girls whose 

attitudes towards sex and their own 
sexuality are very liberal indeed. 

A very brash adult 
magazine.

Three ‘Best Of’ Editions of the most famous 
titles in the adult world and packed full of 
the hottest British totty plus the odd stun-
ner from across the pond!. With a careful 
blend of tantalizing and provocative fea-
tures and the sexiest women. These are 

the UK’s most popular glamour maga-
zines and never disappoint.

A  sizzling selection of over 60 photos 
per book, all of which are posed to 

display stocking tops and suspenders 
to their best advantage. White stock-

ings, high heels, gymslips, mini dress-
es, ankle socks and sneakers, open 

skirts, basques, striped blazer and 
straw boaters plus lots 

more. A5 size.

 RRP £15.00
BUY ALL 3 FOR JUST

£10.00
CODE: DE9524

 RRP £14.00
BUY ALL 3 FOR JUST

£9.00
CODE: DE9525 

 RRP £15.00
BUY ALL 3 FOR JUST

£10.00
CODE: DE9552 

BUY ALL 3 FOR JUST

£9.00
CODE: DE9553

2 erotic comics that feature several explicit comic 
strips from a selection of Eurotica’s favourite artists. 

Extremely good value and very popular.

Janus magazine with its regular features on corporal punishment 
is recognised as the spanking bible. Featuring pretty girls in plim-

soles and panties often defiant in their attitude, yet they are always 
subjected to the most vigorous humiliation and punishment. 

Also great fiction & 
readers’ letters are a 

regular feature.

The world’s no.1 big tit magazine. 
You won’t find any other publication with as many mas-

sive chested girls as this. Full of glamour, hardcore, 
interviews & dvd reviews - 

Score has it all.

Corporal punishment at it’s bum reddening finest. Edited by the beauti-
ful model and gifted artist, Paula Meadows, it lends a feminine slant 

to the world of punitive and erotic corporal chastisement. Paula’s won-
derfully revealing, drama-charged illustrations of yielding females fast 
became classics of the genre. Her own submissive needs are reflected 

throughout its pages.

Sizzle Double Pack Janus Vol. 155 & 156

2 erotic comics that feature several explicit comic Janus magazine with its regular features on corporal punishment 

The world’s no.1 big tit magazine. 
Corporal punishment at it’s bum reddening finest. Edited by the beauti-

2 erotic comics that feature several explicit comic 2 erotic comics that feature several explicit comic Janus magazine with its regular features on corporal punishment Janus magazine with its regular features on corporal punishment 

The world’s no.1 big tit magazine. The world’s no.1 big tit magazine. 
Corporal punishment at it’s bum reddening finest. Edited by the beauti-Corporal punishment at it’s bum reddening finest. Edited by the beauti-

interviews & dvd reviews - interviews & dvd reviews - 

BUY BOTH FOR JUST

£12.00
CODE: DE9554

 RRP £20.00
BUY BOTH FOR JUST

£12.00
CODE: DE9555

 USUAL PRICE £15.98
BUY BOTH FOR JUST

£11.00
CODE: DE9557

Score Big Boob PackFebrus Vol. 1 & 33

 RRP £20.00
BUY BOTH FOR JUST

£10.00
CODE: DE9556
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A compelling read for the cross-dressing enthusiast. In 
fact, the variety of content across the vast range of issues 
is truly tremendous. Entirely genuine and to the point with 
no attempt made to win any design 
awards, these magazines are collec-
tors’ favourites. ‘Swish’ publications 
were renowned for their use of 
excellent artwork and these titles 
carried it all.

INSIGHTS
Despite regularly being featured on chat 
shows, the transgendered are among 
the most misunderstood people in 
our community. This collection of writ-
ings gives an insight into the discrete 
world of transvestites and transsexuals.
It reveals their fears, guilt and compul-
sions, whilst also considering the impact 
they have on others – families, friends, 
colleagues, employers and those in 
authority. An essential guide for anyone 
considering setting out on the transsexual 
road, it provides a much needed dash of 
reality based on a combination of direct 
experience and careful observation.

THE IMPORTANT STEP
How I Became A Transsexual Prostitute

The third novel by Nadine Distelmaier, 
takes us from Wales to her hometown in 
the Midlands, family matters, old friend-
ships and love affairs re-kindled. Lots of 
outdoor sex at locations which really do 
exist even today. As well as giving many 
Men and Women the benefit of her sexu-
al prowess, she has to make a BIG deci-
sion. What will she do, stay in Germany? 
Take the chance of a lifetime?

RRP £20.97
BUY ALL 4 FOR JUST

£10.00
CODE: DE9562

TRANSGENDER
MAGAZINES

mmmmmm
BIGSAVINGSON COVERPRICE

CODE DESCRIPTION PRICE

1 DE9529 TRANSFORMATION #97 £6.00

2 DE9530 TV REPARTEE #55 £4.00

3 DE9558 TRANSLIVING #50 £5.00

4 DE9559 X-DRESSER AMATEURS #3 £5.00

5 DE9560 SHE-MALES AT PLAY #19 £4.00

6 DE9561 TV CONNECT £5.00

1

4

2

5

3

6

INSIGHTS

Transvestite Fiction

World Of Transvestism 17.02, 17.03, 17.04 & 17.05World Of Transvestism 17.02, 17.03, 17.04 & 17.05World Of Transvestism 17.02, 17.03, 17.04 & 17.05

 COVER PRICE £12.95
BUY FOR JUST

£7.00
CODE: DE9563

 COVER PRICE £12.99
BUY FOR JUST

£8.00
CODE: DE9564

These magazines feature nude, erotic and hardcore sex pho-
tographs of mature women.  Each issue comes with dozens of 

photo sets, each featuring eager Milfs in explicit sex action. They 
also include some nice interviews, reader letters, fantasies and 

adult erotic stories.

A magazine that is sure to delight fans of big beauti-
ful bums. Featuring loads of unbelievable jiggly arses 

all getting filled with some impressive cocks!

There are several explicit pictorials in each of these maga-
zines. Straight, 3 Way, 4 Way, Lesbian & Anal all feature 

heavily with regular messy endings! Hot stuff!!

These magazines feature completely uncensored photo-sets of 
mature women.  Each issue comes with 10 different photo sets, 

each featuring eager sluts in explicit sex action. 
They also include some 

nice interviews, fantasies 
and adult erotic stories.

40 Plus Twin Pack Booty 2 Mag Pack

Exotic Nymphs & Party GirlsExoticWild Milfs Twin Pack

These magazines feature nude, erotic and hardcore sex pho- A magazine that is sure to delight fans of big beauti-

There are several explicit pictorials in each of these maga-These magazines feature completely uncensored photo-sets of 

These magazines feature nude, erotic and hardcore sex pho-These magazines feature nude, erotic and hardcore sex pho- A magazine that is sure to delight fans of big beauti-A magazine that is sure to delight fans of big beauti-

There are several explicit pictorials in each of these maga-There are several explicit pictorials in each of these maga-These magazines feature completely uncensored photo-sets of These magazines feature completely uncensored photo-sets of 

They also include some 
nice interviews, fantasies 
and adult erotic stories.

 RRP £15.00
BUY BOTH FOR JUST

£10.00
CODE: DE9534

 USUAL PRICE £15.00
BUY BOTH FOR JUST

£10.00
CODE: DE9535 

 USUAL PRICE £15.00
BUY BOTH FOR JUST

£10.00
CODE: DE9566 

 USUAL PRICE £15.00
BUY BOTH FOR JUST

£10.00
CODE: DE9565 
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A compelling read for the cross-dressing enthusiast. In 
fact, the variety of content across the vast range of issues 
is truly tremendous. Entirely genuine and to the point with 
no attempt made to win any design 
awards, these magazines are collec-
tors’ favourites. ‘Swish’ publications 
were renowned for their use of 
excellent artwork and these titles 
carried it all.

INSIGHTS
Despite regularly being featured on chat 
shows, the transgendered are among 
the most misunderstood people in 
our community. This collection of writ-
ings gives an insight into the discrete 
world of transvestites and transsexuals.
It reveals their fears, guilt and compul-
sions, whilst also considering the impact 
they have on others – families, friends, 
colleagues, employers and those in 
authority. An essential guide for anyone 
considering setting out on the transsexual 
road, it provides a much needed dash of 
reality based on a combination of direct 
experience and careful observation.

THE IMPORTANT STEP
How I Became A Transsexual Prostitute

The third novel by Nadine Distelmaier, 
takes us from Wales to her hometown in 
the Midlands, family matters, old friend-
ships and love affairs re-kindled. Lots of 
outdoor sex at locations which really do 
exist even today. As well as giving many 
Men and Women the benefit of her sexu-
al prowess, she has to make a BIG deci-
sion. What will she do, stay in Germany? 
Take the chance of a lifetime?

RRP £20.97
BUY ALL 4 FOR JUST

£10.00
CODE: DE9562

TRANSGENDER
MAGAZINES

mmmmmm
BIGSAVINGSON COVERPRICE

CODE DESCRIPTION PRICE

1 DE9529 TRANSFORMATION #97 £6.00

2 DE9530 TV REPARTEE #55 £4.00

3 DE9558 TRANSLIVING #50 £5.00

4 DE9559 X-DRESSER AMATEURS #3 £5.00

5 DE9560 SHE-MALES AT PLAY #19 £4.00

6 DE9561 TV CONNECT £5.00

1

4

2

5

3

6

INSIGHTS

Transvestite Fiction

World Of Transvestism 17.02, 17.03, 17.04 & 17.05World Of Transvestism 17.02, 17.03, 17.04 & 17.05World Of Transvestism 17.02, 17.03, 17.04 & 17.05

 COVER PRICE £12.95
BUY FOR JUST

£7.00
CODE: DE9563

 COVER PRICE £12.99
BUY FOR JUST

£8.00
CODE: DE9564

These magazines feature nude, erotic and hardcore sex pho-
tographs of mature women.  Each issue comes with dozens of 

photo sets, each featuring eager Milfs in explicit sex action. They 
also include some nice interviews, reader letters, fantasies and 

adult erotic stories.

A magazine that is sure to delight fans of big beauti-
ful bums. Featuring loads of unbelievable jiggly arses 

all getting filled with some impressive cocks!

There are several explicit pictorials in each of these maga-
zines. Straight, 3 Way, 4 Way, Lesbian & Anal all feature 

heavily with regular messy endings! Hot stuff!!

These magazines feature completely uncensored photo-sets of 
mature women.  Each issue comes with 10 different photo sets, 

each featuring eager sluts in explicit sex action. 
They also include some 

nice interviews, fantasies 
and adult erotic stories.

40 Plus Twin Pack Booty 2 Mag Pack

Exotic Nymphs & Party GirlsExoticWild Milfs Twin Pack

These magazines feature nude, erotic and hardcore sex pho- A magazine that is sure to delight fans of big beauti-

There are several explicit pictorials in each of these maga-These magazines feature completely uncensored photo-sets of 

These magazines feature nude, erotic and hardcore sex pho-These magazines feature nude, erotic and hardcore sex pho- A magazine that is sure to delight fans of big beauti-A magazine that is sure to delight fans of big beauti-

There are several explicit pictorials in each of these maga-There are several explicit pictorials in each of these maga-These magazines feature completely uncensored photo-sets of These magazines feature completely uncensored photo-sets of 

They also include some 
nice interviews, fantasies 
and adult erotic stories.

 RRP £15.00
BUY BOTH FOR JUST

£10.00
CODE: DE9534

 USUAL PRICE £15.00
BUY BOTH FOR JUST

£10.00
CODE: DE9535 

 USUAL PRICE £15.00
BUY BOTH FOR JUST

£10.00
CODE: DE9566 

 USUAL PRICE £15.00
BUY BOTH FOR JUST

£10.00
CODE: DE9565 
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SPANKERS

Red bottoms.....
humiliated, submis-
sive amateurs being 
punished, its all 
here! Mrs Thornton 
and Debbie, Carla 
and Sarah, Kayte 
and Stacey, Shay 
and June. Eight 
young and mature 
amateurs, house-
wives and girl-
friends in erotic 
footage com-
piled from four 

Lady Suspender 
films. It doesn’t get much 
hornier than this.

Red bottoms.....
humiliated, submis-
sive amateurs being 
punished, its all 
here! Mrs Thornton 
and Debbie, Carla 
and Sarah, Kayte 
and Stacey, Shay 
and June. Eight 
young and mature 
amateurs, house-
wives and girl-
friends in erotic 
footage com-
piled from four 

Lady Suspender 
films. It doesn’t get much 

Red bottoms..... Retro chick Tallulah (hairy 
with natural boobs) and 
Zara invite you to one of 
their intimate ‘vintage 
underwear’ dressing up 
sessions. Wonderful 
rare vintage girdles, 
corselets, tights, 
stockings, bra’s and 
slips get intimately 
fitted and each girl 
parades provoca-
tively and encourage 
each other daringly 
into sensual physi-
cal contact. Both 
girls, in fairness, 
are unable to keep 

their hands and lips from 
intimate contact with their 
gorgeous bodies. Erotica 
heaven.

ONLY £12.00
 CODE: DE9567

Retro chick Tallulah (hairy 

 KINKY AMATEUR WOMEN IN
VINTAGE UNDERWEAR

WRAPPED IN VINTAGE

LUSTFUL LESBIANS MATURE WOMEN #7

Shy, mature, large 
breasted amateur Amy, 
ventures into the model-
ling world for the first 
time. Her natural les-
bian instincts are fever-
ishly explored by the 
gorgeous busty Farrah 
during the many vin-
tage lingerie costume 
changes, parades, 
peek-a-boo bras, 
crotchless panties, 
and intimate body 
worship. Any linger-
ing inhibitions Amy 
may have had 
before the shoot 

were discarded when some 
‘toys’ were introduced. This 
film is a wonderful ‘empo-
rium of lesbian erotica’.

If you’re looking for 
ordinary mature women 
in unhurried girl on girl 
erotica complete with vin-
tage underwear, look no 
further. Lady Suspender 
have a wonderful 
knack of extracting 
sensual uninhibited 
performances from 
complete strangers. 
Mitzi (44 and very 
hairy pussy) tantal-
ises Tessa (44 and 
shaved pussy) to 
explore her darker 
side. High Heels, 
stockings, foot wor-

ship, girdles, full cut panties, 
lacey bra’s and silk slips….
it’s all here. No one does it 
better.

Retro chick Tallulah (hairy 
with natural boobs) and 
Zara invite you to one of 
their intimate ‘vintage 
underwear’ dressing up 
sessions. Wonderful 
rare vintage girdles, 
corselets, tights, 
stockings, bra’s and 
slips get intimately 
fitted and each girl 
parades provoca-
tively and encourage 
each other daringly 
into sensual physi-
cal contact. Both 
girls, in fairness, 
are unable to keep 

their hands and lips from 
intimate contact with their 

If you’re looking for 
ordinary mature women 
in unhurried girl on girl 
erotica complete with vin-
tage underwear, look no 
further. Lady Suspender 
have a wonderful 
knack of extracting 
sensual uninhibited 
performances from 
complete strangers. 
Mitzi (44 and very 
hairy pussy) tantal-
ises Tessa (44 and 
shaved pussy) to 
explore her darker 
side. High Heels, 
stockings, foot wor-

ship, girdles, full cut panties, 
lacey bra’s and silk slips….

ONLY £12.00
 CODE: DE9568

Shy, mature, large 
breasted amateur Amy, 
ventures into the model-
ling world for the first 
time. Her natural les-
bian instincts are fever-
ishly explored by the 
gorgeous busty Farrah 
during the many vin-
tage lingerie costume 
changes, parades, 
peek-a-boo bras, 
crotchless panties, 
and intimate body 
worship. Any linger-
ing inhibitions Amy 
may have had 
before the shoot 

were discarded when some 
‘toys’ were introduced. This 

ONLY £12.00
 CODE: DE9569

ONLY £12.00
 CODE: DE9570
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ORDERING:
You will find an order form on the back 
cover of this catalogue, and also as an 
insert in the centre. If an order form is not 
to hand, please feel free to write out your 
order on any piece of paper and mail to:

STB
26 York Street, 
Mayfair, 
London W1U 6PZ

We accept payment by UK cheque (payable 
to STB), uncrossed UK postal order (please 
leave payee blank), UK cash (registered 
post advised), and credit/debit card (Visa, 
Visa Debit, and Mastercard only).

You can also order using your Visa,  
Visa Debit or Mastercard online at: 
www.sex-toys-direct.co.uk or, 
www.gay-sex-toys.co.uk

Please note - your credit/debit card will 
be charged in the name of Simply The 
Best, Spain.

DELIVERY:
Standard Delivery 
Standard Delivery is by Royal Mail at a 
cost of £5.00 per order. Please allow time 
for cheques to clear and then allow 5-7 
days for your package to arrive.

FREE Delivery Offer 
If you pay by cheque, blank uncrossed UK 
postal order, or cash and your order value 
is £30 or more, our Standard Delivery is 
FREE. Due to processing costs, we regret 
that the free delivery offer does not 
apply to credit/debit card orders.

Courier Delivery 
We offer a 2-4 day courier delivery service 
for a charge of £12 per order. You will need 
to be at home to sign for delivery with 
this service. However if you include your 
telephone number on the order form in the 
space provided, the courier company will 
be able to contact you to arrange delivery.

Overseas Orders 
We are happy to fill orders from outside 
the UK. However please add the Courier 
Delivery surcharge of £12.00 per order  
to cover postage.

Confidentiality 
We pride ourselves on customer service 
and confidentiality. All items are sent 
under plain cover in unmarked envelopes, 
boxes, or securely sealed jiffy bags.

DVDs 
Our dvds contain full uncensored hardcore 
sex. You must certify on the order form that 
you are over 18. Please do not order dvds 
if you are offended by uncut sexual action.

Returns 
Please note that for reasons of hygiene 
and to follow health regulations, we 
cannot accept returns on any item that 
has been used or does not have its shrink 
wrapping intact. All items must still have 
their tags and labels and must be returned 
with their original packaging.

GMax Performance Pills
GMax Power Caps (formerly known 
as Gold MAX) are a completely 
safe and effective herbal viagra 
substitute for men who suffer from 
loss of desire or erection difficulties. 
Works in 30 minutes with no 
unpleasant side effects. Contains 
a unique blend of natural Chinese 
herbal ingredients, designed 
specifically to enhance male  
sexual performance.

NO prescription required. 
NO nasty side effects.
 1 Tablet Code SP0065  £5.00
 5 Tablets Code SP0066  £20.00
10 Tablets Code SP0323  £35.00
20 Tablets Code SP0324  £65.00

Top
Seller!

from £5SPANKERS

Red bottoms.....
humiliated, submis-
sive amateurs being 
punished, its all 
here! Mrs Thornton 
and Debbie, Carla 
and Sarah, Kayte 
and Stacey, Shay 
and June. Eight 
young and mature 
amateurs, house-
wives and girl-
friends in erotic 
footage com-
piled from four 

Lady Suspender 
films. It doesn’t get much 
hornier than this.

Red bottoms.....
humiliated, submis-
sive amateurs being 
punished, its all 
here! Mrs Thornton 
and Debbie, Carla 
and Sarah, Kayte 
and Stacey, Shay 
and June. Eight 
young and mature 
amateurs, house-
wives and girl-
friends in erotic 
footage com-
piled from four 

Lady Suspender 
films. It doesn’t get much 

Red bottoms..... Retro chick Tallulah (hairy 
with natural boobs) and 
Zara invite you to one of 
their intimate ‘vintage 
underwear’ dressing up 
sessions. Wonderful 
rare vintage girdles, 
corselets, tights, 
stockings, bra’s and 
slips get intimately 
fitted and each girl 
parades provoca-
tively and encourage 
each other daringly 
into sensual physi-
cal contact. Both 
girls, in fairness, 
are unable to keep 

their hands and lips from 
intimate contact with their 
gorgeous bodies. Erotica 
heaven.

ONLY £12.00
 CODE: DE9567

Retro chick Tallulah (hairy 

 KINKY AMATEUR WOMEN IN
VINTAGE UNDERWEAR

WRAPPED IN VINTAGE

LUSTFUL LESBIANS MATURE WOMEN #7

Shy, mature, large 
breasted amateur Amy, 
ventures into the model-
ling world for the first 
time. Her natural les-
bian instincts are fever-
ishly explored by the 
gorgeous busty Farrah 
during the many vin-
tage lingerie costume 
changes, parades, 
peek-a-boo bras, 
crotchless panties, 
and intimate body 
worship. Any linger-
ing inhibitions Amy 
may have had 
before the shoot 

were discarded when some 
‘toys’ were introduced. This 
film is a wonderful ‘empo-
rium of lesbian erotica’.

If you’re looking for 
ordinary mature women 
in unhurried girl on girl 
erotica complete with vin-
tage underwear, look no 
further. Lady Suspender 
have a wonderful 
knack of extracting 
sensual uninhibited 
performances from 
complete strangers. 
Mitzi (44 and very 
hairy pussy) tantal-
ises Tessa (44 and 
shaved pussy) to 
explore her darker 
side. High Heels, 
stockings, foot wor-

ship, girdles, full cut panties, 
lacey bra’s and silk slips….
it’s all here. No one does it 
better.

Retro chick Tallulah (hairy 
with natural boobs) and 
Zara invite you to one of 
their intimate ‘vintage 
underwear’ dressing up 
sessions. Wonderful 
rare vintage girdles, 
corselets, tights, 
stockings, bra’s and 
slips get intimately 
fitted and each girl 
parades provoca-
tively and encourage 
each other daringly 
into sensual physi-
cal contact. Both 
girls, in fairness, 
are unable to keep 

their hands and lips from 
intimate contact with their 

If you’re looking for 
ordinary mature women 
in unhurried girl on girl 
erotica complete with vin-
tage underwear, look no 
further. Lady Suspender 
have a wonderful 
knack of extracting 
sensual uninhibited 
performances from 
complete strangers. 
Mitzi (44 and very 
hairy pussy) tantal-
ises Tessa (44 and 
shaved pussy) to 
explore her darker 
side. High Heels, 
stockings, foot wor-

ship, girdles, full cut panties, 
lacey bra’s and silk slips….

ONLY £12.00
 CODE: DE9568

Shy, mature, large 
breasted amateur Amy, 
ventures into the model-
ling world for the first 
time. Her natural les-
bian instincts are fever-
ishly explored by the 
gorgeous busty Farrah 
during the many vin-
tage lingerie costume 
changes, parades, 
peek-a-boo bras, 
crotchless panties, 
and intimate body 
worship. Any linger-
ing inhibitions Amy 
may have had 
before the shoot 

were discarded when some 
‘toys’ were introduced. This 

ONLY £12.00
 CODE: DE9569

ONLY £12.00
 CODE: DE9570
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Visit our website: www.sex-toys-direct.co.uk

http://www.sex-toys-direct.co.uk/gold-max.html
http://www.sex-toys-direct.co.uk/
http://www.gay-sex-toys.co.uk/
http://www.sex-toys-direct.co.uk/


PRODUCT CODE PAGE No. PRODUCT QTY SIZE PRICE

ADD 
POSTAGE

Standard UK Delivery Add £5. UK Courier or Foreign Add £12. If you pay by cheque, 
blank uncrossed postal order or cash, Standard UK Delivery is FREE on orders 
£30 and over. All credit / debit card orders must pay £5 or £12 for delivery.

     Cheques payable to STB  TOTAL:          

Select your FREE catalogues:
Sexual Potency Catalogue - products to enhance your sexual performance .... Tick Here 

Adult Dvds - a wide selection of hetero, lesbian and gay uncut adult dvds ...... Tick Here 

I enclose a Cheque (payable to STB) / Cash to the value of / 
uncrossed UK Postal Order (please leave payee blank):

£

or please charge my Visa / Visa Debit / Mastercard (please tick)

Card Number:

Security Number:  Expiry:
(last 3 digits from signature strip on back on card)

Cardholders 
signature:

Phone/fax your credit card order to:  
Tel: 0208 144 6365   Fax: 0207 900 3622

or order online at: www.sex-toys-direct.co.uk

I confirm I am 
over 18 (Sign here):

Your Delivery Details: 
Name:

Address:

 Postcode:

Contact Telephone 
(if you choose courier shipping):

Post your order and payment today to:
STB, 26 York Street

Mayfair, London W1U 6PZ

STB Order Form (ST117)64 Toys & More Direct

Read this brochure online at: www.simply-direct.com

http://www.sex-toys-direct.co.uk/
http://www.simply-direct.com/
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